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Abstract

Deterioration and rehabilitation impacts on buried infrastructure were explored using experimental
methods. Deterioration studies included the effects of erosion voids (in the immediate backfill) on
steel and reinforced concrete pipe behaviour. Additionally, the voids were rehabilitated using
simple trenchless solutions and the impact on pipe capacity was explored. Furthermore,
rehabilitation is also commonly performed on access structures (i.e. maintenance holes) to restrict
leaks rather than restore structural capacity; and this ability of the repaired system to sustain further
leaks was also explored.

A corroded steel pipe buried with an erosion void simulated on one side, was tested under
simulated service loads. This revealed that the void appeared to compromise the stability of the
structure. Rehabilitation of the culvert with a high density polyethylene slip liner and a low density,
low strength grout lowered the strains in the host pipe. Strains measured before 300 kN applied
load suggests that the grout had not fractured, and the steel pipe, liner, and grout responded as a
composite system. After 300 kN, the grout appeared to fracture, and the strains in the steel pipe
and liner accelerated with applied load.

The impact of erosion voids and rehabilitated voids (filled with low strength, low density grout),
of varying sizes, on the live load responses of reinforced concrete pipes were also studied. The
changing pipe responses were quantified using modified bedding factors (Bf). Erosion voids
increased the overall pipe bending moments, especially at the invert; grouting both the larger and
smaller voids reduced the increases in invert moment.

ii

For sprayed liners installed within maintenance holes, the primary loads result from groundwater
infiltration. Testing protocols and equipment were developed to monitor leakage resistance of the
sprayed liners, simulating different sized areas with poor bond between the liner and the substrate.
For the specific liner system investigated, circular zones with poor bond resulted in water loss after
‘peeling’ failure (water pressure acted to lift the circular zone with poor bond off the substrate
around its circumference). The peeling per unit circumference was found to be a constant,
independent of the diameter of the circular area with poor bond.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for research
In the past 50 years, there have been an increasing number of deteriorated buried infrastructure
assets that are in need of some form of rehabilitation or replacement (Becerril García and Moore,
2014). Deterioration in buried infrastructure (pipes or maintenance holes) can occur as corrosion,
cracking (longitudinal or circumferential), spalling, joint fractures, and/or joint rotations that
develop as a function of material aging, the cumulative effects of external forces, and/or
differential ground movement. The deterioration of pipes and maintenance holes often leads to
groundwater infiltration or exfiltration, or leaks that decrease the hydraulic capacity of the pipes,
an increase in the risk of potable water contamination or disease outbreaks, water-quality problems
like water discolouration, taste, odour issues, and high bacterial regrowth. Nowadays, the everincreasing demand upon utilities has changed from extending systems or installing new and
complex networks of underground infrastructure to rehabilitating existing systems due to a
decrease in the available underground space and/or increasing cost of conducting open-cut
installations (Ellison et al., 2010). Hence, trenchless technologies, that include renovation,
replacement, and/or rehabilitation and offer a suitable alternative to full replacement while causing
minimal disturbance to the ground surface are considered in this thesis. The research conducted is
focused on some of the most widely used rehabilitation methods used to address some of the
common deterioration mechanisms observed in culverts, sewers, and maintenance holes. The
research is further extended to examine some common non-structural rehabilitation solutions (nonstructural meaning that the rehabilitation solution does not provide additional strength to the
1

original host pipe) that include slip lining using low strength grout as a rehabilitation solution in
corroded culverts, injection spraying of low strength grout around buried deteriorated reinforced
concrete pipes, and polymer sprayed linings in deteriorated maintenance holes.

Metal culverts or thin-walled flexible pipes are mostly circular or elliptical in shape and are used
to transport storm water and sewage. These culverts usually carry the overlying earth and live loads
by interaction with the surrounding soil. In other words, the pipe is supported by the lateral earth
pressure resistance provided by the backfill in response to the elastic deformation of the flexible
metal culvert. However, over time deterioration in the steel occurs mostly in the form of corrosion
near the waterline (see Figure 1.1) (Tan and Moore, 2007). Ultimately, perforations form on the
metal surface, which, if left unchecked, give rise to leaks in the form of exfiltration or groundwater
infiltration (Tan and Moore, 2007). The groundwater movements contribute to smaller particles in
the backfill being washed away and therefore result in the formation of erosion voids beside pipes.
The removal of soil support reduces the resistance provided by the surrounding soil (Bulson, 1985)
and therefore the overall stability of the pipe can be greatly affected. In addition, corrosion of the
material surface can cause thinning of the pipe walls and if left unchecked, in worst case scenarios,
can result in complete dissolution of sections of the pipe. Slip lining is a common type of semistructural rehabilitation solution for deteriorated metal culverts (Simpson et al., 2013). Slip lining
involves the insertion of a new, smaller diameter pipe into the deteriorated host pipe and then
grouting the annulus. The new smaller diameter pipe may be made of either metal, polymer, HDPE
(high density polyethylene), or a combination of materials and can be designed in such a way that
it carries all acting loads (earth and live loads) without any support from the host pipe (structural
solution) or in a way that the host pipe carries all the load (non-structural solution) (Becerril García
and Moore, 2014). Research considering full-scale experimental work, slip lining, and grouting
2

the annulus of a deteriorated metal culvert with an erosion void in the surrounding soil has not yet
been reported and hence the quantitative reporting of these results is considered valuable.

Rigid sewer pipes are mostly made of reinforced concrete (RC) and are used to transport waste
water and rainfall runoffs (conduits). RC sewer pipes also carry overhead loads largely through
bending (mobilising the moment capacity of the pipe). These rigid pipes have stiffness greater than
the stiffness of the soil they replace and therefore, they attract additional load that must be carried
by the pipe (load transfer to the pipe that is called negative arching, Young and Trott, 1984) (see
Figure 1.2). However, over time, erosion voids may develop in the backfill beside the pipes from
smaller soil particles being carried away by groundwater movement through infiltration or
exfiltration. RC pipes develop deterioration in the form of cracks from either overloading (see
Figure 1.3) or differential settlement, joint deterioration (Becerril García and Moore, 2014), partial
collapse of the wall, corrosion of reinforcement, etc. Due to the inertness and robustness of a
reinforced concrete pipe, replacement of the host pipe is not necessarily the best solution. The
erosion voids that develop, spread along the length of the pipe or around part of the pipe
circumference, depending on the least resistance path available to the water. At erosion voids, the
reduction of soil support to the sides the pipe can result in the pipe carrying more load than
intended. A cost effective method of rehabilitating a voided RC pipe system might be to introduce
grout directly into these voids. The grouted void might help facilitate load spreading and may offer
a sufficient solution to restore ‘normal’ pipe responses. However, there are no guidelines or fullscale studies to quantify this behaviour.

Maintenance holes (MHs) (Figure 1.4) on the other hand are vertical structures that act as access
points to culverts or sewers. They are mostly made up of reinforced concrete or brick, and hence
3

are good in compression and have the ability to resist overhead loads. However, deterioration can
also occur in maintenance holes in the form of cracks that develop from overloading, frost heave
expansion, horizontal plate movement, joint leakage, etc. (Allouche et al., 2005 and Robinson
Consultants, 2014) leading to leaks. This is a common concern and highly undesirable as
groundwater infiltration may occur at locations where the cracks occur below the water table
(Robinson Consultants, 2014). As more water enters the system, it causes an overall decrease in
the system’s capacity and therefore an increase in the operating cost. Groundwater infiltration can
also cause small soil particles to get washed into the MH and form erosion voids in the backfill. If
these erosion voids are too big and not rectified, it might result in the sudden formation of a
sinkhole (IKT, 2016). To rectify a ‘leaking’ MH, spray-on liners (epoxy, polyurethane, polymer,
and grout based liners) can be applied to a MH wall (EPA, 2008). However, there has been no
quantitative experimental research conducted to understand the behaviour of these liners to
groundwater infiltration (Allouche et al., 2005). There is a need to develop a practical, easy to
perform, and repeatable test protocol to establish the nature of a liner behaviour in response to
groundwater infiltration.

In conclusion, groundwater infiltration is highly undesirable in both pipes and maintenance holes.
There are different rehabilitation methods specified by the industry to address this problem and
restore both the hydraulic performances and/ or provide stability to a deteriorated system.
However, it is necessary to quantify the extent to which a ‘normal’ pipe/ MH behaviour can be
restored or predicted when using non-structural, trenchless, rehabilitation technologies. Thus, the
research conducted in this thesis will be beneficial to bridge the gap in the knowledge about a few
trenchless solutions using full-scale, laboratory experiments, which are set up to mimic field
conditions.
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1.2 Literature review

1.2.1 Introduction

The following sections introduce the literature review that explains the background to the thesis.
Previous researchers have focused on deteriorated systems and their limitations while limited
experimental studies have been conducted on non-structural rehabilitation solutions.

1.2.2 Culverts (slip lining)

Slip lining is a simple, economical, and effective trenchless solution that involves the insertion of
a smaller diameter pipe into a deteriorated host pipe by either pushing or pulling. The installation
can be carried out from maintenance holes or from the sides of highway or rail embankments,
whereby the surface remains undisturbed. The remaining annulus, if greater than 10% of the
original internal diameter (ID), is usually filled with grouting materials (Kramer et al., 1992) like
low or high strength grout. Spacers are sometimes placed around the annulus to stabilize the new
pipe location during grouting. This way the new pipe will not float and a uniform annulus can be
achieved. This solution is mostly considered when the loss of capacity (hydraulic conductivity) in
the pipe is acceptable as there might be a significant reduction in the cross sectional area. The new
pipes that are to be installed in a steel pipe are installed by pulling (under tension) and are usually
made of plastic or steel having welded joints; while, reinforced concrete pipes have compression
joints and hence, the slip liner is installed by pushing (under compression) (Kramer et al., 1992).
The new pipes are designed as ‘stand-alone’ pipes with no contribution from the original host pipe
(Kramer et al., 1992). From Simpson et al. (2013) it can be noted that a rehabilitated steel pipe
with a grouted (high strength grout) high density polyethylene (HDPE) slip liner showed an overall
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increase in the capacity of the pipe equal to three times the fully factored design load. Hence, this
solution is a feasible one. However, providing three times the required capacity might not be the
most economical solution and finding the lower limits for grout strength is important.

Steel pipes are often corroded when recommended for slip lining. The corrosion mostly takes place
at the waterline near the invert of the pipes and allows for groundwater infiltration and/or
exfiltration once the corrosion becomes large enough (Tan and Moore, 2007). The water moving
in and out of the pipe through the holes formed by corrosion carries with it smaller soil particles
and ultimately erosion voids may form in the vicinity of the pipe.

1.2.3 Reinforced concrete pipes

Simpson et al. (2013) sliplined a deteriorated reinforced concrete (RC) pipe using an HDPE liner
and found that while the concrete host pipe was stiffened by the grout, the liner contributed very
little to the structural capacity of the system. Erosion voids can also occur around deteriorated RC
pipes from groundwater infiltration and/or exfiltration during flooding (Tan and Moore, 2007).
The lack of backfill surrounding a reinforced concrete pipe, i.e. erosion voids in the backfill, results
in the RC pipe taking more load than intended due to arching (greater stiffness of the pipe
compared to the soil it replaced causing it to attract more load). The impact of soil support can be
seen in the difference between a three edge bearing test (0.01 in. crack width D-load test)
(American Concrete Pipe Association, 2011) (Figure 1.3), when a rigid pipe fails at lower loads,
compared to buried pipe testing, where the same pipe fails at greater loads. A reasonable and
feasible solution for both metal and RC pipes is to introduce grout into the erosion voids in the
backfill material (Ballinger and Drake, 1995). However, it is unknown if adding grout of low
strength into the erosion void would be sufficient to restore the soil support to the original backfill
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condition (i.e. with no voids). To provide a quantifiable solution, a comparison is needed of pipe
responses with erosion voids of different sizes and pipes with the erosion voids rehabilitated with
low strength grout compared to a similar pipe buried in a backfill with no voids.

1.2.4 Maintenance holes (spray on liner)
Current rehabilitation solutions (that are trenchless) in vertical structures like maintenance holes
(MH) involve designing liners (like slip liners) in accordance with ASTM F1216 using the
hydraulic groundwater equation and the equation for buckling. One current non-structural
rehabilitation solution in maintenance hole walls is the application of a spray-on liner to stop
groundwater infiltration or exfiltration (which may lead to contamination of groundwater) and
ensure adequate sealing. As with buried pipes, the movement of water may result in smaller
particles of soil being washed away and ultimately this may lead to the formation of erosion voids.
Growth of these erosion voids may result in sinkhole formation near these leaking maintenance
hole structures.

During the initial stages of the longer term study (like Tan and Moore (2007) and El Taher and
Moore (2008)), it was understood from experienced professionals that only the upper 2 ft (0.61 m)
of the MH would be affected by truck loading and result in crack formation and changes in the
bending moment responses. The remainder of the structure may develop cracking during frost
heave, differential ground movements, and misalignments during initial construction or stacking
of segments during installation. It was also noted that spray-on liners relied heavily on the bond
between the liner and the substrate and a certain amount of surface preparation was needed
depending on the product sensitivity. Another question of interest is the minimum thickness (not
discussed in this thesis) that the liner needs to provide an effective coverage. Hence, a testing
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protocol will be developed as part of this research to measure liner resistance to groundwater
infiltration.

1.3 Research objectives

The current literature has identified the common deterioration problems associated with buried
infrastructure; and, a number of rehabilitation solutions are available to address these problems.
However, the effects of only some of these rehabilitation solutions have been documented using
full-scale experimental work. It is still unclear if some of the cost effective, trenchless
rehabilitation solutions could return the structural capacity of a deteriorated system to its original
capacity when it was not deteriorated. Hence, the main objective of this work is to proactively
assess the behaviour of rehabilitated deteriorated buried infrastructure systems like culverts,
sewers, and maintenance holes. However, before the effects of rehabilitation are discussed, it is
important to understand the responses of the deteriorated systems. The following objectives are
examined in each chapter:

a. Steel pipe tests
i.

Understanding the effects of erosion voids on the capacity of deteriorated steel pipe.

ii.

Explain the influence of slip lining a deteriorated steel pipe and soil (with simulated
erosion void).

iii.

Establish the effect of using low strength grout around the annulus between a
deteriorated metal pipe and slip liner when a simulated erosion void is present in the
backfill.

b. Unrepaired reinforced concrete pipe tests
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i.

Understand the effects of erosion voids (of different sizes) on the capacity of reinforced
concrete pipes.

ii.

Quantify the effects of installation type on pipe responses.

c. Repaired reinforced concrete pipe tests
i.

Measure the influence of using low strength grout on simulated erosion voids (of
different sizes) next to reinforced concrete pipes.

ii.

Quantify the pre- and post- repair effects of erosion voids on RC pipes using bedding
factors.

d. Maintenance hole tests
i.

Develop the geometry and equipment associated with a leakage test protocol

ii.

Present a first exploration of the controlling limit states of liners resisting leaks under
external fluid pressure

iii.

Investigate the impact of the loss of bond between liner and the concrete substrate

iv.

Explore test monitoring methods using PIV and measurements of surface strains

v.

Explain the failure mechanism of spray-on liners in maintenance holes

vi.

Understand the effects of curvature on the liner behaviour (difference between flat
plates (pavers) and curved (maintenance hole) samples)

1.4 Research approach

Full-scale, controlled, laboratory, experiments were employed to examine the responses of the
pipes and maintenance holes. The tests were conducted in the Geoengineering laboratory at
Queen’s University. The pipe tests involved burial of instrumented specimens in backfill with
unrepaired and repaired simulated erosion voids in the West pit in the Geoengineering laboratory.
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Surface loading was then applied using an hydraulic actuator to represent either an axle loading or
a pair of wheels on one end of the axle.

i.

The specimen that was used for the culvert tests included a 0.9 m (36 in.) diameter
corrugated steel pipe that had heavy corrosion from haunch to haunch across the invert.

ii.

The specimen for the slip lining process was a steel ribbed HDPE (high density
polyethylene) liner

iii.

The specimens used for sewer pipe tests were reinforced concrete pipes that had 0.9m (36
in.) internal diameter and a wall thickness of 0.121 m.

iv.

The grout used to rehabilitate the erosion void was a foam based low strength grout (2
MPa).

v.

To understand the failure mechanism of spray-on liners, maintenance hole walls were
tested with the help of a water pressure system. Water was injected under pressure to the
back of the spray-on liner through predrilled holes within the concrete walls (of the slabs
as well as the maintenance wall holes).

vi.

The specimen used for testing spray-on liners was a reinforced concrete riser that is 1.2 m
diameter and 0.9 m high.

vii.

The spray-on liner system examined is a three layer polyurethane system that is rigid once
cured.

viii.

The selection of all the specimens was based on popular pipe sizes that were used in the
field.
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1.5 Format of thesis

The thesis is presented in a Manuscript Form as defined by the School of Graduate Studies at
Queen’s University. An overall abstract of the thesis is located at the start of the document
followed by Chapter 1 that includes a discussion of the problems that led to the motivation of the
research. Chapters 2 to 5 contain four original manuscript style research works. Each chapter is
written to have its own introduction, literature review, research objectives, methods, results and
discussion, and conclusions. Chapter 6 provides an overall conclusion and general discussion of
the thesis. Finally, the document also includes seven appendices discussing additional details in
depth.

Chapter 2 details the full-scale, experimental, laboratory study conducted on a corroded,
corrugated steel culvert with an erosion void simulated from the haunch to the shoulder on one
side that was tested under simulated service loads. The study was conducted as part of the research
at Queen’s University that was conducted on the responses of flexible pipes to erosion voids in the
backfill. The culvert was then rehabilitated using a grouted slip liner. A steel reinforced high
density polyethylene pipe was used together with low density, low strength grout.

Chapter 3 investigates the responses of reinforced concrete pipes to simulated erosion voids. The
distribution of surface live loads to a rigid pipe in an eroded backfill was examined in this chapter
by simulating erosion voids of different sizes beside 0.9 m (internal diameter) reinforced concrete
pipes (RC pipes) in a controlled full-scale laboratory experiment.

Chapter 4 investigates the responses of a RC pipe and erosion void system, similar to the one
studied in Chapter 3, whereby the erosion voids are rehabilitated with a low strength grout. The
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test focuses on using low strength grout as the rehabilitation solution to continue with the theme
of rehabilitation used in Chapter 2, where rehabilitation does not provide additional structural
capacity to the host pipe (i.e. non-structural rehabilitation solution). Ultimately, the distribution of
the surface live loads to the pipes in both the voided (Chapter 3) and rehabilitated conditions
(Chapter 4) were quantified using bedding factors. The results from this chapter and Chapter 3
were submitted to the journal Tunnelling Underground and Space Technology (TUST) for review.

Chapter 5 explores the responses of sprayed liners when groundwater infiltration persists in
maintenance holes through a perforation in the maintenance hole walls. This preliminary study
was used to develop a test protocol that captures the behaviour of sprayed liners. The sprayed liners
were considered as a possible rehabilitation solution, since it is a non-structural solution (i.e. it
does not provide additional structural support to the host pipe). The system was also tested on
small-scale samples and the responses were compared to the large-scale samples to compute the
repeatability using just small-scale samples for future tests.

Appendix A presents example calculations of the average strains and curvature, using the values
from the strain gauges that were attached to the outside crest and valley of the steel host pipe. The
calculations for the average strains and curvatures from the strain gauges attached to the steel in
the steel ribbed HDPE slip liner pipes are also included.

Appendix B includes detailed circumferential distribution of strain gauges around the steel host
pipe and HDPE liner pipe in Chapter 2. In addition, the soil density measurements that were taken
during backfilling for each lift are also included in this section.
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Appendix C reports on the low strength Aerix grout compositions used for the tests conducted in
Chapters 2 and 4. It also includes the results from the non-confined compression cylinder tests
conducted on samples prepared during grouting.

Appendix D encompasses the annulus grout cracking and grout depth measured in the simulated
erosion void after the corrugated steel pipe was extracted from the backfill (Chapter 2 tests). The
pipe was cut at the centre and at a distance away from the centre after testing.

Appendix E encompasses the soil density data, compaction, lift levels, and moisture contents of
the backfill for the reinforced concrete pipes used in Chapters 3 and 4.

Appendix F includes the depths of the grout that penetrated the simulated smaller and larger
erosion voids (Chapter 4), after the reinforced concrete pipes were extracted post-testing. The
appendix also shows example calculations for load spreading of surface load to the surface of the
pipe.

Appendix G presents the MATLAB code used to plot the surface profile of the patio stone samples
used in the tests reported in Chapter 5. It also includes the extent of delamination that was observed
in the samples.
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Corrosion at
the waterline

Invert

Figure 1.1:- Corroded, corrugated, metal culvert (0.9 m internal diameter) specimen, with
corrosion along the waterline and across the invert that was exhumed from under the 407
Express Toll Route

Figure 1.2:- Live load spreading in the backfill cover depth (Young and Trott, 1984)
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Figure 1.3:- 0.9 m (internal diameter) reinforced concrete pipe specimen
Maintenance hole cover
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Sewer pipe (entry or exit)

Figure 1.4:- Typical manhole riser cross section (drawing by author)
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Chapter 2
Effects of an erosion void on a deteriorated metal culvert before and after repair with a
grouted slip liner
2.1 Introduction
Culverts contribute to the proper functioning of both highway and rail systems, and therefore civil
society. However, over time, a significant portion of the existing culverts have reached the end of
their service lives. These culverts suffer from deterioration of the structure or the surrounding soil.
A buried pipe system depends on the complex interaction between the pipe and the soil, Young
and Trott (1984). Structural damage in metal culverts is mostly associated with corrosion, which
reduces the average thickness of the pipe wall and load capacity, El Taher and Moore (2008). If
left unchecked, corrosion produces perforations that allows the ingress of groundwater, and this
inflow of water can result in particles of the surrounding soil being washed into the culvert and
downstream. That erosion of soil particles generally results in the formation of a void in the
surrounding soil. MacDonald and Zhao (2001) suggested that the presence of a void is highly likely
in sandy and silty soil, because soil particles with these grain sizes can readily pass through
perforations, while water movement through finer materials like clays is hindered by the low
hydraulic conductivity. Erosion may begin at the pipe invert, but experimental work by Spasojevic
et al. (2007) shows how erosion can then develop at the springlines on one or both sides of the
pipe. Once there is loss of soil support, the structural integrity of the culvert can be compromised
(Tan and Moore, 2007; El Taher, 2009) so that premature failures result. A void next to the pipe
may render the pipe-soil system structurally inadequate, or result in the collapse of the overlying
road pavement. Research on this topic includes efforts to study the use of non-destructive test
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methods to establish void locations (e.g. Wang, 2017) and computational work to estimate the
influence of voids on rigid pipe stability (Tan and Moore, 2007; Moore, 2008).

Once it is clear that the culvert is not adequate structurally, a decision may be made to repair it
using a grouted slip-liner (e.g. ASTM F585, 2016; Simpson et al., 2015). Slip-lining is performed
by inserting a new pipe within the old pipe, with grout almost always used to fill the annulus (refer
Zhao et al., 2003 for typical range) between the old and new pipes. Most slip-liners are polymer
pipes manufactured using HDPE (high density polyethylene) or other thermoplastics, though a
variety of other structures are also available (including composite structures where HDPE is
stiffened with steel ribs, Mickel, 2014). Grouting can be undertaken using low or high strength
materials (Smith et al., 2015), and it may also be desirable to have the grout fill any void that has
formed adjacent to the old pipe.

To date, there have been no reports of experimental work to explore the behaviour of deteriorated
metal culverts with a void in close proximity, or to assess whether those voids can be successfully
repaired. Since computational analysis of a complex system of this kind should be treated as ‘guilty
until proven innocent’ without physical evidence, experimental work has been undertaken to
establish how the void influences thrust forces and bending moments, and to support the
subsequent development of finite element calculations.

Reported here are the first known measurements obtained for a corroded metal culvert influenced
by an erosion void, and the efficacy of repairs to that deteriorated system using a grouted slipliner. Firstly, the test sample and the instrumentation used to monitor its performance are
described, then the pipe burial process including the method used to simulate the void is outlined.
Next, measurements of pipe response under simulated vehicle loads are presented, showing the
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influence of the void on the thrust and moment distributions at key locations around the structure.
The deteriorated pipe was then repaired using a grouted slip-liner, and further measurements are
presented showing the changes in both the culvert stiffness and the development of thrust and
moment under vehicle load. Surface loads were then increased until ultimate limit states were
developed, to establish the resulting failure mechanism and the ability of the repairs to reinstate
adequate load capacity (ability to resist fully factored loads as defined by the AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Design Specifications). Finally, a report is provided of the structure after exhumation,
discussing the ability of the low density cementitious grout to penetrate into the void and other
characteristics of the repaired system.

2.2 Selection and instrumentation of the deteriorated pipe sample

The test sample, Figure 2.1, was a segment of 0.9 m diameter corrugated steel pipe exhumed from
an installation on the 407 Express Toll Route. The pitch (measured from crest to crest) and depth
(measured from the top of the steel at the crest to the top of the steel at the valley) of the corrugation
was 67.7 mm and 12.5 mm respectively. The nominal thickness of the steel plate at locations
without corrosion was 3.5 mm. As can be seen in the figure, the metal pipe was heavily deteriorated
at the invert, with corrosion from haunch to haunch along the full length of the pipe. Corrosion left
a sequence of long narrow perforations crossing across the invert, with complete wall loss of the
crests of the corrugation (throughout this paper, crests will be considered to be those sections of
the corrugation at the largest radial distance from the pipe axis, so are defined from the perspective
of the pipe when viewed from outside), and some material remaining along the valleys. The length
of the deteriorated pipe segment used for the experiment was 3.14 m (only part of the sample
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shown in Figure 2.1). Details of methods used to quantify changes in wall thickness (corrosion)
can be found in Becerril García and Moore, (2015).

The pipe was instrumented with 59 conventional, uniaxial electrical resistance strain gauges
manufactured by Showa. Each gauge had a localized strain sensing length of 5mm and a resistance
of 120Ω ± 0.3%. Pairs of gauges oriented in the circumferential direction were attached at each
location, with one on the crest and one on the valley, Figure 2.2. Gauges were placed in three rings
along the length of the pipe, with the ring at the centre denoted CL, the ring closer to the West end
of the pipe denoted WE, and the ring closer to the East end denoted EE (see Figure 2.3). The ring
CL was located at the midpoint of the sample, and the WE and EE rings were located at a distance
0.9m from CL on either side (the WE and EE locations were chosen so the gauges were positioned
directly below the wheel pair load pads discussed in the next section, since the standard AASHTO
axle has length of 1.8 m). No strain gauges could be attached at the invert due to the corrosion and
the limited amount of steel in this region. Since the test pipe was made of bolted plates overlapping
at the seams, care was taken to avoid instrumentation at these locations.

The pipe sample was also fitted with linear potentiometers to measure the changes in vertical and
horizontal pipe diameters. These were located at sections CL and EE. During the repair process
the linear potentiometers were removed and were subsequently reattached to the insides of the
liner.

2.3 Pipe burial and simulation of the erosion void

Figure 2.4 shows a vertical section illustrating the layout of the test. The pipe sample was laid in
an East-West direction in the Western half of the main test pit in the GeoEngineering laboratory
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at Queen’s University. Two segments of intact (i.e. non-corroded) corrugated steel pipe of the
same diameter were placed in the test pit – one on either end, so that the entire pipe length was
sufficient to eliminate end effects. The pipes were simply butted together without fasteners, with
the gaps between them covered with geogrids and then geotextiles to prevent inflow of soil.

To model an erosion void, two air bladders of dimensions 1.9 m by 0.7 m by 0.2 m were tied endto-end along the outside of the corrugated steel pipe before burial (extending somewhat past each
ends of the corroded section of the test culvert), and the bladders were then covered with geotextile
as shown in Figure 2.5. The void was located along the length of the pipe on one side from the
lower haunch to just above the springline, Figure 2.4. After burial was completed, the air bladders
were punctured by drilling from inside the pipe. The location and the size of the void was chosen
to reflect field observations of void locations made by the Professor Ian D. Moore, and are
consistent with the modelling reported for voids besides rigid pipes by Tan and Moore (2007) and
Moore (2008), where the pipe responses were dominant when the void was located at the
springlines, together with the experimental observations of Spasojevic et al. (2007) discussed
earlier. This void model will be considered as a useful ‘first approximation’, with more
sophisticated void formation using water flow left for future experiments in new facilities.

The pit and the pipe within were then backfilled with a sandy gravel, denoted GP-SP in the unified
classification system, and as A-1a material by AASHTO. Before pipe placement, a 0.9m deep
layer of the backfill was placed and compacted at the base of the test pit, and a 100 mm deep layer
of un-compacted bedding placed at the location. Once the pipes and air bladders were in place, the
backfill material was added in six lifts of 0.3 m depth, so final cover depth of soil over the crown
of the test pipe was 0.9 m. The lifts beside the pipe were not compacted, reflecting the potential
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effect of soil erosion to loosen the surrounding soil. The final lift was compacted to 90% of
standard Proctor density (dry density of 2.053 t/m3), to limit the potential for bearing capacity
failure of that surface layer under the steel loading pads subsequently used to represent wheel pairs
(and recognizing that the surface course for a structure in the field would have been densified by
many vehicle passes before corrosion and then erosion commenced). Compaction of the soil during
backfilling might also have led to the damage of the air bladders before backfilling was completed.
Dry density, water content, and elevation of the ground surface were recorded after each of the six
lifts and are provided in Appendix B.

2.4 Service loading of the unrepaired structure

Surface load testing was then conducted to measure the response of the deteriorated pipe sample
before repair, recording the distributions of strains, and using these to infer the influence of the
erosion void on the experimental values of bending moment and thrust around the circumference
of the pipe. A 2000 kN actuator was employed with the laboratory’s MTS servo-controlled testing
system. Vertical load was applied at the centre of a steel I-beam resting on two steel loading pads
of dimensions 250 mm by 600 mm, Figure 2.6. The centre to centre spacing of the loading pads
was 1.8 m, to represent the dimensions of the standard single axle load configuration defined in
the American design standards, AASHTO (CSA, 2006). Loading was applied in three load-unload
cycles.

Figure 2.7 shows the changes in vertical and horizontal pipe diameters recorded during the three
loading cycles. Initial loading to a total force of 103 kN on the single axle was followed by second
and third load cycles to a total of 189 kN. Loading was not continued to the full single axle service
load at this burial depth of 207 kN (where the multiple presence factor and dynamic load allowance
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are included, AASHTO, 2010, Table 2.1) since strains (explained further below) and deformations
(diameter changes) at 189 kN (87% of the full service load) appeared to be increasing towards an
ultimate limit state, and the intent was to maintain the stability of the soil above the erosion void
and the metal culvert beside the void so that rehabilitation could be undertaken.

When loads are applied to a load level for the first time (like for load cycles 1 and 2 of this test),
some plastic deformation is expected in the soil above and beside the test pipe, so only part of the
deformations are recovered on unloading. The third load cycle involves a reapplication of the full
service load, and under normal circumstances (e.g. Becerril García and Moore, 2015) a structure
of this type would respond elastically during loading and unloading (also see the analysis of Mai
et al., 2014, who examines the pseudo-elastic response expected under repeated loading
conditions). What is seen in Figure 2.7 is noticeably different, since all three load cycles generate
permanent deformations. The plastic deformations resulting from the first load cycle are modest,
likely because the compaction of the overlying soil supported elastic response in that surface layer.
However, permanent deformations accumulated during cycle 2 and 3 are large. In particular, the
third load cycle featured elastic reloading until just below the peak load, where deformations
suddenly accelerated. Before the results are discussed, it might be beneficial to the reader to
mention the work conducted in Smith et al. (2015) that compared the behavior of an unburied steel
pipe subjected to three-point loading, and a system with an HDPE liner in a steel pipe and the
annulus grouted with low and high strength grout. This plastic deformation is discussed further
below.

Figures 2.8 to 2.10 present the average or neutral axis strains in the corrugated steel at a number
of circumferential positions, for the West, Central, and East instrumented sections respectively.
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These are proportional to the magnitudes of the incremental hoop forces under the influence of
surface load (when the culvert is responding elastically). An inspection of these results reveals the
following:

a. Average strains (i.e. incremental thrusts) are distinctly higher around the West section than
around the Central and East sections, with peak compressive strain of -800 at the West
position, and 80 and 100 microstrain at the Central and East sections respectively. It is
expected that strains at the central section will be smaller, because that section is not
directly below a wheel pad. After exhumation (discussed in a later section), it was observed
that the size of the simulated erosion void at the East section is smaller than the West
section, with small voids at shoulder and haunch, and soil remaining in contact at the
springline. This is the likely reason that strain magnitudes were substantially higher around
the West section.
b. Average strains for the second load cycle on the West section accelerate after load above
110 kN, and become considerably higher than those for cycle 1. Strains at the peak location
(the springline on the soil void side), experience a second substantial increase during the
third load cycle. Peak strains are then close to the yield strain for steel, likely because in
the absence of soil support, the pipe wall must carry the vertical forces from above to below
that springline.

Curvatures and bending moments can be calculated at each location where two strain gauges were
operating (one on the crest and one on the valley of the corrugations). Circumferential moment per
unit length λ along the pipe axis is:
𝑀𝜃 = 𝐸𝑠𝑡 𝐼𝜅

(2.1)
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where 𝐸𝑠𝑡 is the steel modulus, 𝐼 is the second moment of area for the corrugated plate (with a
value of 70.16 mm4/mm), and curvature 𝜅 is given by

𝜅=

𝜖𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 −𝜖𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦

(2.2)

𝑑

for 𝜖𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 the circumferential strain at the crest of the corrugation, 𝜖𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦 the circumferential strain
at the valley of a corrugation, and radial distance 𝑑 between crest and valley.

Figure 2.11 presents a polar plot of incremental moments at various locations around the pipe
circumference, at the West and East instrumented sections for the full service load 189 kN (third
load cycle). With the exception of the springline on the void side, these two distributions are very
similar. The springline-void moment at the West section is almost three times higher than the East
section, providing further support to the assertion that the larger erosion void at the West section
is leading to considerably more load being directed through the wall of the corrugated steel pipe
through the springline. Springline moments on the void side and the soil side were the same at the
East section, with values of 1.2 kN.m/m.

2.5 Instrumentation of the steel reinforced HDPE liner

A segment of steel reinforced High Density Polyethylene pipe was acquired for use as the slip
liner, Figure 2.12. This structure has internal diameter of 0.75 m, with galvanized steel ribs 1.7
mm thick and 14 mm high, located at 26.25 mm spacings. The structure is formed by helical
winding, with helix angle of 4.65 degrees.

The liner was instrumented at the same locations as the corrugated steel pipe. At each of those
locations, the HDPE was removed from a small section of the sides of the steel rib, and two strain
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gages were attached on the side of the rib, at two different radial positions an average of 6.4 mm
apart, centre to centre, Figure 2.12.

2.6 Installation of the grouted slip-liner

Before installation of the slip-liner, wooden blocks (approximately 0.15 x 0.08 x 0.06 m and placed
at roughly 2 m intervals) were glued to the inside of the corrugated steel pipe to assist with
formation of an annulus of uniform thickness between the liner and the corrugated steel pipe along
its length. The blocks were uniformly distributed along the length of the pipe at the crown,
shoulders, haunches and invert locations. The upper blocks help to prevent the liner floating during
the grouting process due to buoyancy (the weight of the volume of grout displaced by the liner
within).

The instrumented liner was then inserted into the corrugated steel pipe using an overhead crane.
The open end was enclosed using an expanding foam ring, through which a horizontal overflow
pipe had been inserted along the crown (grout flow through the overflow pipe serves to verify
when the annulus is filled with grout).

Low strength, low density foam-based grout was prepared using the foaming agent Aerix light,
Portland cement and water, Figure 2.13. The foam in the grout produces liquid of light weight.
The water to cement ratio of the grout used was 0.6 (16.71 kg of water for every 27.9 kg of cement).
Samples of the grout were taken from both lifts to prepare cylinders for compression testing at 28
days. The average 28 day compressive strength was found to be 2.3 MPa. The strength test results
and other details of the low strength grout are provided in Appendix C.
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Initially, grouting was attempted using a grout pump utilizing a piston, but it proved unsuitable
due to compression of the air bubbles entrained within the grout. Therefore, a vertical standpipe
was inserted through a hole cut in the corrugated steel pipe and down into the annulus between the
steel pipe and the liner, Figure 2.14. Grouting was performed in two lifts, with 24 hour setting time
in between. The first lift grouted the annulus to just above the springlines, while the second lift
filled the rest of the space. Grouting was performed in lifts to reduce the effects of buoyancy and
reduce the maximum grout pressure that could result in collapse of the liner. Grouting during the
final lift ceased when grout exited the overflow pipe.

2.7 Deformations under load after slip-lining

After installing the grouted slip liner, the culvert was tested to examine its performance under the
same single axle service loading applied before rehabilitation. Service loading was again applied
in three cycles, reaching peaks of 214.4 kN, 212 kN and 214.4 kN.

Larger loading pads (Figure 2.6b) were then fitted under the two ends of the single axle beam,
having 950 mm length and 390 mm width, so that local bearing failure of the unpaved surface is
delayed until loads exceeding those required to bring the underlying culvert to its ultimate limit
state (strength limit). Loads were then progressively increased on that modified single axle loading
system until a maximum value of 680 kN was reached. Close to the peak load the testing system
was switched from load control to stroke control, and there was a brief reduction in load before
testing continued. Figure 2.20 presents an image after test completion, showing how the wooden
loading pad on one end of the axle settled into the soil as the rehabilitated culvert reached its
ultimate limit state.
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Figure 2.15 compares the diameter change measurements recorded inside the corrugated steel pipe
during the third load cycle before the culvert was slip-lined, and the diameter change
measurements made inside the liner during the third load cycle after slip lining. The differences
between these two responses are clear, with total incremental deformations about ten times lower
once the structure had been slip-lined. Most of this difference is associated with the large plastic
deformations that initiated just before the maximum load in the unlined structure. For example, at
load level of 150 kN, the diameter changes for the unlined structure were about 1.7 mm, three
times the values for the lined structure. On unloading, almost all of the deformations for the lined
structure were recovered, making permanent diameter change more than 100 times smaller than
before lining. The influence of the grout and liner within the stiffness and ‘elasticity’ (ability of
the rehabilitated structure to recover after a load cycle) are pronounced.

An earlier experiment reported by Simpson et al. (2015) examining a slip liner installed with high
strength grout inside a corrugated steel pipe within an intact envelope of soil (i.e. where there was
no simulated erosion void). This exhibited much greater stiffness under typical service loads after
repair, presumably because the grout had higher stiffness (and strength), though it may have also
been a result of intact soil around the pipe (if the void for the current test was not completely filled
with grout, the stiffness of the soil support could have remained less than that for intact soil).

Figure 2.16 presents the diameter change measurements made during the ultimate limit state test.
Response was initially linear up to loads of approximately 300 kN, somewhat exceeding the
maximum load applied during the service load tests, possibly because the increased size of the
loading pads reduced applied pressures below those in the service load test until that higher load
was reached. The load level of 300 kN may be the point where significant amounts of shear failure
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develop in the grout and the stiffness of the composite system reduces (the fracture patterns in the
grout are examined in detail in a later section). At higher loads, the response becomes progressively
less stiff, with an ultimate strength being reached at the peak load of 680 kN, based on steady
increases in liner deformations under almost constant vertical load.

2.8 Strains in the corrugated steel pipe after slip-lining

Figures 2.17 and 2.18 provide the histories of average strain calculated from valley and crest strains
recorded at various locations around the culvert and at the three different axial positions, reporting
responses during the service load and ultimate limit state tests, respectively. Figure 2.17 reveals
that strains were modest during loading up to 212 kN, with peak incremental strains below 40
microstrain at all gauges. Most strains were also close to zero after unloading from that second
service loading cycle. Figure 2.18 reveals nonlinear characteristics similar to those seen in the
diameter change with load reported earlier in Figure 2.16. Behaviour is approximately linear until
loads of approximately 300 kN, and these became steadily more nonlinear as the ultimate strength
was approached. Large tensile average strains are seen developing in the wall of the pipe on the
side of the corrugated steel structure that is away from the grouted void. At these higher load levels,
almost all the average strains become tensile. Considering the action of the liner, the grout
surrounding it, and the corrugated steel pipe beyond, the ‘conventional’ patterns of ovaling
deformations reported in Figure 2.16 where vertical diameter decreases and horizontal diameter
increases will lead to compression on inner fibres at the springline (i.e. in the liner), and tension in
the other fibres (i.e. in the corrugated steel pipe). So, it appears that the tensile nature of this
‘extreme fibre’ strain may be leading to development of tensile forces in the corrugated steel pipe.
The opposite would be expected at the crown, and there is initially compressive average strain
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development at the crown where strain gages are operating on the East section for example.
However, after load reaches 300 kN (Figure 2.18) those compressive average strains (and the
forces corresponding to them) begin to diminish, and eventually a tensile average strain
corresponding to a tensile force develops at the crown. Likely there are complex interactions
associated with shear failures in the low strength grout (discussed further below), and the shear
failures lead to changes in the underlying interactions between the corrugated steel pipe, the grout,
and the liner within.

2.9 Strains in the steel reinforced HDPE slip-liner

Various strain gauges attached to the steel ribs forming the primary structural element of the slip
liner failed to provide readings (likely because of failure of the water proofing used to protect the
gauges from moisture in the grout). Figure 2.19 presents the individual readings where the gauges
continued to operate throughout the experiment. Figures 2.19a and 2.19b present results at the
invert, Figures 2.19c and 2.19d at the North Springline, and Figures 2.19e and 2.19f at the Crown.
For each location, results from the service load testing are first presented, and then from the final
ultimate limit state experiment.

At the invert, Figures 2.19a and 2.19b, the two gauges on the West side of the instrumented steel
rib of the liner reveal decreasing radius of curvature as expected for the structure deforming into a
horizontal ellipse. Distinctly higher tensile strains are measured on the East side, suggesting that
local bending is also occurring transverse to the rib at that location. Trends for that gauge on the
East side reverse after loads reach 300 kN. As noted earlier, this may be the point where significant
amounts of shear failure develop in the grout, and it seems that this precipitates higher rates of
deformation that impact the liner. The system no longer acts as a composite system.
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Strains at the springline steel rib of the liner are consistently compressive, Figures 2.19c and 2.19d,
with the inside gauge on the West side having higher compressions – because the radius of
curvature in the liner at that location is decreasing (again, this is consistent with deformation of
the culvert into a horizontal ellipse). Acceleration of strain accumulation occurs at over 400 kN,
though the trends in the outside gauges appeared to reverse at a load of 300 kN. The differences
between the inside and outside gauges accelerate substantially after 400 kN, indicating that rate of
moment accumulation is growing. At the ultimate load, strains on the inside gauge approach a
vertical asymptote. Since these gauges are not at the extreme fibres of the rib (see Figure 2.12), it
is likely that the yield moment in the rib was passed before reaching 600 kN, and the ultimate limit
state may be associated with development of a full plastic moment in the liner.

Strain histories at the crown rib, Figures 2.20e and 2.20f, show accumulation of tension until the
load of 300 kN is reached, at which point the two operating gauges (both on the outer part of the
rib) decrease progressively. That initial tension likely results because at service loads the liner is
able to remain bonded to the grout, so there is composite action between the liner, the grout and
the old corrugated steel pipe, with the liner position on the inside experiencing extreme fibre
tension. After rupture of the grout, it seems that shear failure at the interface between the liner and
the grout means that the liner will respond without that composite action. Instead, it will be like
liners placed in fractured clay sewer pipe, Law and Moore (2007), where the decrease in vertical
diameter produces crown moment that induces compression on the outside, and tension on the
inside of the liner. Those strain measurements increase rapidly at the ultimate load, again
suggesting that a full plastic hinge has developed in the liner (like those manifest at the invert and
springline as discussed above).
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2.10 Grout cylinder testing and exhumation

Within two days of the ultimate limit state test, the eight grout cylinders prepared during relining
were tested under uniaxial compression. Figure 2.21 presents the measurements of stress versus
strain during those tests. Mean strength was 2.31 MPa, with a standard deviation of 0.1896 MPa
following ASTM C1019 (2009).

The rehabilitated culvert was exhumed from the test pit and cut into segments so that the geometry
of the grouted repair could be assessed, and cracking patterns in the grout observed. Figure 2.22
presents two drawings recording the geometry of the grout inside and outside the corrugated steel
pipe, as well as the patterns of fractures in that grout. Extensive fractures were observed around
the circumference, corresponding to the location of the outer extent of the ribs. Radial fractures
were also observed near the crown, the invert, the springlines, and other locations (the shoulders
and haunches, for example). Grout was seen on the outside of the corrugated steel pipe stretching
from the haunch to the shoulder where the void was formed at the West section, but grout was not
continuous at the Centre section looking East. At that location, grout was present just above the
springline and in the haunch, but no grout was found outside the springline or just below it. This
likely explains the different curvature magnitudes seen in the corrugated steel pipe at these two
locations before rehabilitation discussed earlier (the void does not appear to have been continuous
from shoulder to haunch at the East section). Therefore, the observed response of the corrugated
steel pipe is consistent with a non-uniform void, and it appears that the void was successfully filled
with grout during the lining process.
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2.11 Conclusions
A corroded corrugated steel pipe was buried in the West pit at Queen’s University, with an erosion
void simulated from the haunch to the shoulder on one side. Testing under simulated single axle
loading lead to accelerating strains and diameter changes at 87% of the full AASHTO service loads
(including multiple presence factor and dynamic load allowance), suggesting that the void
compromised the stability of the structure before loads reached that full service condition (diameter
changes continued to increase as three load cycles were applied on the ground surface, each leaving
further permanent diameter change after surface loads were removed). The pipe responded with
changes in curvature in the springline adjacent to the simulated erosion void that were about 3
times higher than those at the springline with soil support. The magnitude of the average strains
(and therefore the compressive wall thrusts) was also substantially higher on the side adjacent to
the erosion void, presumably because it carries part of the load that would be transferred through
the soil surrounding the pipe in normal situations when no void is present.

The culvert was then rehabilitated using a grouted slip liner. A steel reinforced high density
polyethylene pipe was used as the slip liner, and the grout chosen was a low density, low strength
material. Testing after rehabilitation revealed that stiffness of the culvert (ability to resist diameter
change under surface load) was enhanced considerably, with diameter changes at full service loads
decreased by an order of magnitude. Investigation of the strains in the corrugated steel pipe
revealed that much lower strain increments resulted under service loads. Prior to reaching a total
single axle load of 300 kN applied during the ultimate limit state test, the average strains in the
corrugated steel plate were modest, and substantially lower than those seen before rehabilitation.
From that point on, diameter changes and strain accumulation in the pipe accelerated.
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Evaluation of the strains measured on the corrugated steel pipe and on the steel ribs of the steel
reinforced polyethylene pipe suggests that before 300 kN, the grout had not fractured, and the steel
pipe, grout and liner within responded as a composite system. This meant that tensile force
developed in the steel ribs of the liner at the crown and invert, since the liner represents the inner
fibre of the composite system, and it is subject to tension at those locations.

After 300 kN, the grout appears to have fractured, and strains in the steel pipe and liner accelerated
with applied load. The ultimate limit state appears to correspond to development of full plastic
hinges in the steel ribs of the liner at the crown, the springlines and the invert. The structural repair
based on grouted slip lining was found to be more than adequate, in that the force applied to the
single axle at the ultimate limit state of 680 kN was well beyond the fully factored load requirement
specified by AASHTO (2007).
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Table 2.1:- Calculated AASHTO, 2010 design load

AAHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 2010 (S.I. Units)
Unfactored Multiple

Minimum

Dynamic Load

Load

Maximum Fully

Design

Presence

Depth of

Allowance

Factor

Service

Factored

Vehicle

Factor,

Earth Cover

If = (1+ IM/100)

(φ)

Load

Load

Load (kN) Mf (One

Above

IM = 33 (1 –

LL*Mf*If

φ*LL*Mf*If

(Single

Structure, DE

4.1x10-4* DE)

(kN)

(kN)

loaded

Axle) (LL) lane)
142.4

1.2

(mm)
900

1.21

1.75

206.76

361.84

Wall loss
(perforations)

0.9 m diameter

Figure 2.1:- Sample of 0.9 m diameter deteriorated steel pipe showing the extensive
corrosion; the pipe is stored here prior to testing with its invert rotated to the 10 o’clock
position making the perforations visible.
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Figure 2.2:- A pair of circumferential strain gauges on the valley and crest on the outside of
the corrugated steel pipe before the addition of water proofing.
SPS – Springline (intact) soil side
SPV – Springline void side
INV – Invert
CRO – Crown
S30, S60, S120, S150 – Soil side measured 30,
60, 120, and 150 degrees from crown respectively
V45, V135 – Void side measured 45 and 135
degrees from crown

a. Instrumented locations around the pipe circumference
S120 -

b. Instrumented locations along the pipe axis
Figure 2.3:- Strain gauge locations around and along the test pipe.
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Loading actuator

Small erosion void
(from haunch to just
below springline)
7200

Figure 2.4:- Elevation view of the pit showing the pipe and void cross-sections (void shape
shown here based on grout geometry observed after exhumation)
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Air bladders

a. The first of two air bladders in position prior to placement of the geotextile (the
ropes holding the bladders in place were cut as backfill was approaching the crown,
so these could not subsequently constrain the pipe deformations).
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East extension pipe

Corrugated steel pipe
Air bladders
simulating erosion

void under
geotextile material
Backfill/ burial pit

West extension pipe

b. Both bladders in position and covered with geotextile; the two extension pipes are
also shown in this view.

Figure 2.5:- Representation of the erosion void adjacent to the culvert
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Actuator
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Steel loading pads

Hardwood pads

a. Single axle load representing service

b.

Single

axle

conditions

for ultimate strength testing

Figure 2.6:- Loading system used to simulate single axle loading.
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a. First service load cycle (maximum load 103.3 kN)
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b. Second service load cycle to 188.6 kN
SPV - WE
V45 - WE
CRO - WE
S60 - WE
SPS - WE
S150 - WE
V135 - WE
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-1000
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c. Third service load cycle to 189 kN
SPV - WE
V45 - WE
CRO - WE
S60 - WE
SPS - WE
S150 - WE
V135 - WE

Figure 2.8:- Strains on corrugated steel at the West section during service load testing before repair.
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a. First service load cycle to 103.3kN
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b. Second service load cycle to 188.6 kN
Springline (void side) - Centre ring
Void side 45 degrees away from crown - Centre ring
Soil side 30 degrees away from crown - Centre ring
Soil side 120 degrees away from crown - Centre ring
Void side 135 degrees away from crown - Centre ring
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c. Third
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Void side 45 degrees away from crown - Centre ring
service
cycle
189
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Soil side 120 degrees away from crown- Centre ring
Void side 135 degrees away from crown - Centre ring

Figure 2.9:- Strains on corrugated steel at the Centre section during service load testing before repair.
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a. First service load cycle to 103.3kN
200

Springline (void side) - East ring
Soil side 60 degrees away from crown - East ring
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b. Second service load cycle to 188.6 kN
Springline (void side) - East ring
Soil side 60 degrees away from crown - East ring
Springline (soil side) - East ring
Soil side 120 degrees away from crown - East ring
Soil side 150 degrees away from crown - East ring
Void side 135 degrees away from crown - East ring
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c. Third service load cycle to 189 kN
Springline (void side) - East ring
Soil side 60 degrees away from crown - East ring
Springline (soil side) - East ring
Soil side 120 degrees away from crown - East ring
Soil side 150 degrees away from crown - East ring
Void side 135 degrees away from crown - East ring

Figure 2.10:- Strains on the corrugated steel pipe at the East section during service load testing before repair.
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Figure 2.11:- Bending around circumference of the corrugated steel pipe (units of kN.m/m) under service load of 191 kN before

repair; moment calculated assuming elastic response; positions shown where both crest and valley strain gages were
operating.
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a. Strain gauge locations on the steel ribs around the liner circumference

b. Liner prior to installation
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2 mm uniaxial strain
gauges attached to steel
ribs
5 mm biaxial strain
gauges attached to
polyethylene

c. Gauges attached to the steel ribs and the liner
Figure 2.12:- Steel reinforced HDPE pipe liner with instrumentation.

a. Foam before it is added to the grout

b. Reading foamed grout mass for density
value

Figure 2.13:- Two aspects of the annulus grouting
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a. Standpipe

b. Grouting
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c. Slip-liner in position after grouting
Invert

Figure 2.14:- Slip-liner in position after grouting
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Figure 2.17:- Post-repair
response of the corrugated steel pipe during service load testing (second load cycle to 213 kN is shown)
Void side 45 degrees away from crown - East ring
Crown - East ring
Soil side 60 degrees away from crown - East ring
Soil side 30 degrees away from crown - East ring
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Soil side 120 degrees away from crown - East ring
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Void side 135 degrees away from crown - East ring
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Figure 2.19:- Strains in the liner after rehabilitation
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Figure 2.20:-Response of one of the hardwood loading pads during the ultimate
limit state test.

Figure 2.21:-Uniaxial compression test results for grout cylinders
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Figure 2.22:- Cracking patterns and grout geometry including void beside the steel
pipe
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Chapter 3
Impact of soil erosion voids beside reinforced concrete pipes on live load
response
3.1

Introduction to the problem

Reinforced concrete pipes (RCPs) or rigid pipes, form a major part of urban and highway
pipeline systems. They are usually made of coarse and fine aggregates, cement, and steel
reinforcement bars in precast molds. Due to the heavy weight of the pipes, they are built in
sections that are roughly 2.4 m in length. The relatively inert behaviour of these concrete
pipes means they can be utilized to collect and transport industrial and municipal waste,
and hence are used as storm and wastewater sewer systems (ACPA, 2011). Careful
handling of RCPs is required during transportation, storage, and installation so as not to
damage the bell (protruded end of RCPs) and the spigot (tapered end of RCPs). However,
over time or from improper installation, RCPs develop issues such as cracking, joint
failures, or experience misalignment from rotation, and movements (Moore, 2008). These
issues together with the difference in the hydraulic head between the groundwater table
and the water in the pipelines can contribute to groundwater infiltration or sewage or storm
water exfiltration. In many areas of higher groundwater table than the flow surface in the
pipelines, infiltration into the sewer systems is a recurrent problem (Amick, 2000). Excess
water entering the sewer system is highly undesirable as it reduces the efficiency of the
collection system and the water treatment facility, which could in turn increase the overall
expenditure of the facility (Tan and Moore, 2007). Equally, in areas of low groundwater
table in combination with shallow pipelines, exfiltration is highly likely to occur.
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Exfiltration from sewer pipelines can often contain high levels of suspended solids,
pathogenic microorganisms, and other toxic pollutants which can in turn decrease the
quality of water and pose serious health risks to the people and aquatic life living nearby
(Becerril García and Moore, 2014). This exfiltration or infiltration causes water to move
into the pipe or the soil. As the water permeates, finer soil particles are eroded and
transported downstream. Progressively larger particles are affected, and a void is formed
(Tan and Moore, 2007). If left unattended, the cross sectional area of the void increases
which also increases the amount of water being transmitted (El-Taher and Moore, 2008).

McGrath et al., (1999) states that the longevity of a pipe relies heavily on the pipe-soil
interaction and the presence of erosion voids next to pipes removes the soil support at that
location, which can result in uneven load spreading in the ground surrounding the pipe
(Tan and Moore, 2007; Becerril García et al., 2012, and Balkaya et al., 2013). A rigid pipe,
such as an RCP, resists surface loads in bending and demonstrates negative arching, where
the surface load is attracted to the pipe by virtue of its higher stiffness compared to the soil
it replaces (Young and Trott, 1984). The loss of soil support during the formation of erosion
voids affects the soil-pipe interaction as it has the potential to increase the bending
moments in the pipes (e.g. lack of backfill support is similar to D-load tests). In other
words, as more erosion voids form or as existing erosion voids increase in size, the
pipelines can reach its performance limits before the end of its design life or resistant load
limits earlier (Tan and Moore, 2007). Unless the process of erosion void formation is
stopped, there may reach a point in time when the embankment fails due to excessive
erosion. This would result in the formation of sinkholes and therefore disruption to traffic
or even the loss of life.
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The diameter and wall thickness of RCPs are based on a design specified in the AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (that specifies Direct and Indirect Design Methods) to
carry the vertical earth loads, fluid loads, and live loads experienced by a concrete pipe.
While the Direct Design Method is based on a finite element analysis program created by
Heger (1962) that calculates the steel requirement in a RCP to withstand the flexure, shear,
and moment based on conventional theories (ACPA Concrete Pipe Design Manual, 2011),
the Indirect Design Method (service limit design method) uses bedding factors to relate the
behaviour (maximum crack width of 0.25 mm) of an RCP under point loads (at crown and
invert) to a pipe in a buried condition. However, there are no guidelines on how the bedding
factor under live loading is influenced by a partial void, and therefore, experimental studies
examining this issue are highly desirable.

This chapter reports on full-scale, experimental, laboratory studies conducted to understand
the responses of reinforced concrete pipes to surface live loads and the overall load
transfers/ redistribution when simulated erosion voids of different sizes are present in the
immediate backfill. Questions arise such as ‘How do voids influence soil-pipe
interaction?’, in particular ‘How do erosion voids increase the live load bending moments
in pipes?’, and ‘What are the effects of erosion void sizes on bending moments?’, queries
that will be answered in this chapter. To achieve the objectives, Class III (65-D) (with Wall
C configuration defined in ASTM C497-16a) reinforced concrete pipes of 0.9 m internal
diameter and 1.14 m external diameter with a bell and spigot joint connection (a common
configuration employed across Canada and USA, Becerril García et al., 2012) will be used.
Hence, these pipes will be examined under service loading and beyond fully factored load
conditions at the minimum cover depth.
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3.2

Background to narrow the problem

3.2.1

Void geometry

Previous finite element studies have investigated earth load transfer to buried pipes when
there were erosion voids in the backfill. For example, Tan and Moore (2007) calculated an
increase in the bending moments in rigid pipes with erosion voids located beside the pipe
springlines at all critical locations (i.e. crown, invert, and springlines) (see also Tan, 2007).
For the assumptions associated with their elastic-plastic finite element modeling and voids
with circular boundaries, they show that voids located beside the springline causes earth
load bending moments in the pipe to increase, and for voids under the invert or over the
crown, the bending moments decreased. El-Taher and Moore (2008) looked at the
influence of erosion voids on the yielding and buckling failure of corroded metal culverts
using finite element analysis. They found that in the presence of an erosion void, the
moments were more affected than the thrust in the pipe. Additionally, moment (the
controlling factor for rigid pipes) was affected by both changes in the position of the
erosion voids with respect to the pipe and the volume of the void. Spasojevic et al. (2007)
reported on centrifuge tests used to investigate the effect of erosion voids beside and under
sewers. They found that although soil may be lost from under the invert due to fluids
leaking from drainage and sewer pipes, these voids are unstable and soil around the
springlines tends to collapse and fill the void at the invert – leaving a void at the springlines
instead.

The void location on the circumference of the pipe considered in the current study is based
on the work of two of those previous investigations. Voids in this study will be simulated
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at the springlines to capture the critical changes in bending moments around the pipe
circumference (as per the void location considered by Tan and Moore, 2007). No
examination will be made of voids under the invert, given the findings of Spasojevic et al.,
(2007).

Obtaining images of erosion voids is challenging and hence replicating their true geometry
is difficult. Furthermore, Balkaya et al., (2012) studied the stresses and deformations in a
PVC water pipe with different void geometries at the invert and haunches located at the
joints using finite element analysis, and found that joint rotation was magnified when voids
were present at the joints. That study was validated by Becerril García and Moore (2014)
using full-scale experiments. In order to avoid this complexity and focus on the impact of
erosion voids on pipe strength, the voids in the present study will draw on the geometry
considered in Tan and Moore (2007), El-Taher and Moore (2008), and Balkaya et al.
(2012), where erosion voids were represented as a prismatic shape running along the length
of the pipe on one side, thus making it a 2-D problem. Lastly, in Tan and Moore (2007) the
contact angle of the erosion voids (the angular distance around the external circumference
of the pipe in contact with the erosion void) was found to play a dominant role in the stress
changes in the pipes. Hence, in the present study different voids with two different angular
geometries will be considered.

3.2.2

Soil cover

For this study, a minimum cover depth was considered as increasing the soil cover caused
a reduction in the crown bending moment due to load spreading and arching (Lay and
Brachman (2013)). The study by Lay and Brachman (2013) also showed the response of a
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RCP to surface live loads in intact soil condition using full-scale experiments showed that
no cracking developed in the pipe when subjected to CL-625 single-axle truck loading at
nominal loads. Hence, a minimum cover depth to diameter ratio of one was selected for
the present study.

3.3

Methods

3.3.1

Introduction

This section initially describes the testing regime and setup, followed by details of the
individual components, i.e. the pipe, the soil, and the erosion voids.

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the specimens tested during the study. This chapter will
only present the information about the D-load test (specimen 1) and the tests with and
without erosion voids (specimens 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7a). Information on the grouted void tests
(specimens 3 and 7b) will be presented in Chapter 4 together with the calculations for
bedding factor. The first test (D-load test, specimen 1) pipe was cut into two segments after
testing and used as the end pipes in the subsequent burial tests. For each buried pipe
experiment, two pipe specimens could be buried simultaneously in the test facility. Since
the pipe response to the wheel pair load was used (featuring a small contact area and limited
load spreading along the pipes), and since rubber gaskets were not inserted between the
two pipe specimens, the two pipes responded independently, and hence they have been
treated as individual specimens. This was confirmed using the strain gauge readings on the
specimen adjacent to the one being tested, which showed no significant changes in strains
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as loads were applied over the other specimen. As such, specimens 2 and 3 were buried at
the same time, as were specimens 4 and 5, and finally specimens 6 and 7.

3.3.2

Testing regime

To understand the effects of burial, the first pipe was tested in three edge bearing (D-load;
ASTM C497-16a). Specimen 1 was tested according to ASTM C497-16a until a maximum
allowable crack width of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) crack width was achieved. The D-load test
setup and dimensions can be seen in Figure 3.1. Load was applied using a 2000 kN (450
kips) actuator seated directly on top of an I-beam.

Each buried pipe specimen was loaded three times in three load cycles simulating a wheel
pair load, by cyclically increasing the loads to 50 kN or 113.4 kN (for specimens with and
without erosion voids, respectively) representing the service limit state tests. An additional
ultimate limit state test was performed after unloading from the serviceability limit state
tests by loading up to the maximum possible load (i.e. when a type of failure either soil
collapse or pipe crack is seen). The details of the load cycles and the footings used will be
further discussed in Section 3.6.

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, for each buried pipe experiment, two pipe specimens were
buried simultaneously in the test facility and were treated as individual specimens.
Specimen 2 and 3 were buried together in the first burial. However, specimen 2 was buried
with an intact soil condition and specimen 3 was buried with a repaired void (with low
density low strength grout) condition (discussed in Chapter 4 of this thesis) (see Figure
3.2). Installation type 3 using a compaction of 80-85% Standard Proctor was adopted for
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this test as per AASHTO LRFD, 2012. This installation type was used to represent backfill
that had deteriorated over time (Moore et al., 2012).

Specimen 4 was buried with a smaller simulated erosion void at the springline, and
specimen 5 featured a larger erosion void (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). The erosion voids
were simulated using air bladders that were inflated and tied to the sides of the pipe which
was later punctured after burial (the method of simulating an erosion void using an air
bladder was developed during the earlier testing project on corrugated steel pipe culvert
reported in Chapter 2). The dimensions of these voids are defined in a subsequent section.
The same level of compaction was used as specimen 2 to simulate deteriorated backfill
(Moore et al., 2012).

Specimen 6 also had intact soil but with installation type 2 having a compaction of 90-95%
Standard Proctor (AASHTO LRFD, 2012); it was used to investigate the performance of
reinforced concrete pipes in well compacted soil. Specimen 7 was the companion for
specimen 6 and was tested with a large void (specimen 7a), under installation type 2. The
large void (specimen 7a) was later grouted and denoted as specimen 7b (discussed in detail
in Chapter 4).

3.4

Sample description

3.4.1

Reinforced concrete pipes

The tests were conducted using Class III (65-D) reinforced concrete pipes with 0.9 m
internal diameter, 2.4 m length, and 121 mm wall thickness (denoted by the Wall C
configuration defined in ASTM C497-16a) donated by Hanson Pipe & Products, Inc. (now
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called Forterra) (see Figure 3.5). The outside diameter of the pipe is 1.16 m at the barrel
and 1.3 m at the bell. The bell length was 0.162 m and the spigot joint depth was 98 mm.

3.4.2

Erosion voids

The erosion voids were simulated using air bladders attached to the pipes. The small air
bladder had a length of 1.9 m, width of 0.74 m, thickness of 0.22 m, and a cross-sectional
area of 0.16 m2 (Figure 3.6). The width of the air bladder wrapped around the
circumference of the pipe, so that it was in contact with the exterior barrel of the pipe over
an angle of approximately 40 degrees. The larger air bladder had a length of 1.9 m, width
of 1.4 m, thickness of 0.22 m with a cross sectional area of 0.31 m2 (Figure 3.6), contacting
the pipe exterior over an angle of about 70 degrees. The bladder position and its shape were
maintained and protected with an overlay of geotextile.

As discussed in section 2, the most critical location for erosion voids to form is around the
springlines of the pipe. Hence, the small air bladder spanned from the haunch to just above
the springline, while the larger air bladder spanned from the haunch to the crown of the
outside circumference of the pipe (Figure 3.6). The void geometry chosen was a prismatic
arc that ran along the length of the pipe; therefore, the experiments undertaken in this study
could be considered as approximately a 2-D problem that is uniform at every cross section
of the pipe length. While this representative geometry is not necessarily similar to the one
that would occur if erosion resulted from joint leakage, it is considered a useful
approximation for this first study on void effects.
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The degree of soil compaction and soil suction may have offered the necessary resistance
to retain the void shapes and prevent initial collapse of the erosion voids before testing
under surface load. This was reconfirmed in Chapter 4 based on the excavated geometry
of the grouted specimen.

3.4.3

Backfill

As seen in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4, the specimens were placed on a well-compacted
bedding. Small pits were excavated prior to placing the pipe on the bedding to
accommodate the protrusion of the bell on each pipe (Figure 3.7). A flexible retaining wall
assembled from steel mesh and geosynthetic was used as the south end wall next to the
concrete retaining blocks as seen in the elevation drawings in Figure 3.3. The steel mesh
extended 1000 mm into the soil at each lift to prevent collapse (this system has been used
at Queen’s University in many prior buried pipe experiments, e.g. Becerril García and
Moore, 2013 and 2014 a and b).

The backfill material used in the tests was a well graded, Granular A sand, with fine to
coarse grade materials (GW-SW soil according to the Unified Soil Classification System
or as an AASHTO (2009) A-1 material) with a unit weight of 22 kN/m3 (Brachman et al.,
2010). The backfill was placed in nine 300 mm lifts to ensure the burial was consistent
with depth, with each lift compacted using a vibrating plate tamper. Compaction was
conducted carefully beside the air bladder (simulated erosion voids), with hand tamping
used on the soil directly near the air bladders to avoid premature rupture. Once each lift
was compacted, the dry density, water content, and percentage Standard Proctor were
recorded using a CPN MC-1DR-P Portaprobe nuclear densometer (according to ASTM
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D6938-10) (see Appendix E). A minimum specified cover height of one diameter (i.e. 0.9
m) was used. The top surface of the backfill material was not paved for these tests.

3.5

Instrumentation

To measure the circumferential strains around the specimens, 16 strain gauges (of 51 mm
(2 in.) length) (Figure 3.8) manufactured by Vishay Micro-Measurements Co. were used.
The size of the strain gauges was chosen to be at least three times the size of the largest
aggregate in the concrete to record average strains. The gauges were placed at critical
locations around the pipes inner and outer circumference or extreme fibre surface locations
(i.e. crown, invert, springlines, shoulder, and haunches). The axial positions of this and
other instrumentations relative to the applied surface loads are defined in section 3.6.

In addition to using strain gauges, fibre optic strain sensors (FOS) were used to capture the
complete circumferential strain profile around the specimen (Figure 3.8). Nylon coated
fibre optic cables were glued to the inside and outside surfaces of the concrete pipes in two
loops as per the installation procedure outlined in Simpson et al., (2015). The gauge length
within the fibre was specified as 5 cm (similar to the conventional strain gauges) and spaced
at 5 cm along the length of the cable.

Reliable estimates of curvature and bending moments prior to cracking were calculated
using strain readings from strain gauges or fibre optics. Strain gauges and optical fibres
were placed directly on the surface of the RCPs. This type of application has been
successfully used at Queen’s University in many rigid pipe experiments, e.g. MacDougall
et al., (2016), and Moore et al., (2012).
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Diameter changes under surface loading were also measured using Linear Potentiometers
(LP’s) (Figure 3.10). Two LP’s were placed inside the pipe directly under the centre of the
wheel pad to measure the vertical and horizontal changes in the diameter as the ground
above the pipes was loaded.

3.6

Loading regime

For specimen 1 (D-load test, Figure 3.1), the load was applied using a 2000 kN hydraulic
actuator at a stroke control rate of 3 mm/min. In the buried pipe tests, the loads were applied
using the same actuator acting on a loading pad on the backfill surface. Service load tests
used a steel load pad dimensioned to the size of a standard AASHTO wheel pair of a design
truck (254 mm x 508 mm (Figure 3.8)). The maximum service load tests used a larger
wooden loading pad that measured 370 mm x 950 mm (Figure 3.9) to avoid premature soil
failure of the unpaved surface. Here, ‘soil failure’ is intended to mean collapse associated
with a mechanism (i.e. what is referred to as ‘general shear failure’ by Lambe and Whitman
(1979), rather than just shear failure at a point).

Two rings of fibre optics and one ring of strain gauges were attached to the pipe surface
(inside and outside) directly under the corresponding location of the surface load. One ring
of fibre optics in the RCP was positioned at the approximate centreline of the load pad. At
254 mm on either side of the centreline (i.e. the edges of the smaller load pad), a ring of
strain gauges or a second ring of fibre optics was attached.

Three cycles of loading and unloading were conducted as part of the service load test (using
the smaller loading pad) and one cycle of loading was conducted for the maximum service
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load test for each buried condition (using the larger wheel pad). The load was increased in
steps and was held constant when the fibre optic strains were being recorded. In the service
load tests, the loads were increased to 113.4 kN for tests 2, and 6, but only to 50 kN for
specimens 4, 5, and 7a (the small and large void) so as to prevent void collapse. In the
maximum load tests, once the design service load step was achieved, the loads were
increased in 10 kN increments until either a crack width of 0.25 mm (a service limit defined
for reinforecd concrete pipes by AASHTO, 2016) was observed at the inside crown or
invert, or soil failure of the surface occurred (observed visually).

3.7

Results

3.7.1

Introduction

The following section presents the results of the experimental campaign. To understand the
impact of different backfill conditions (section 3.7.2), erosion voids (section 3.7.3), pipe
cracking responses and linearity (section 3.7.4), and ground movement (section 3.7.5) on
the behaviour of reinforced concrete pipes, the fibre optic strain measurements were used
to calculate curvatures, κ, using equation 3.1.

 = ( inside −  outside ) h

(3.1)

Equation 3.2 was then used to calculate approximate values of the circumferential bending
moments, M.

M = EI  10 −3 Nm

(3.2)
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where  inside = the circumferential strain measured on the inside face of the pipe

 outside = the circumferential strain measure on the outside face of the pipe
h=

pipe wall thickness = 121 mm

E = pipe

elastic modulus = 24 GPa (assumed value), and

I = bh3 ⁄12 = 1000 (1213 )⁄12 = 147.6 x 106 mm4

These equations are used under the assumption that the strain is linear through the wall
thickness prior to cracking.

3.7.2

Impact of burial

Figure 3.10 compares the results from the D-load sample (specimen 1) to the intact soil test
with the type 2 installation (specimen 6) to investigate the impact of burial in soil on pipe
behaviour. To compare these two results, the strains and circumferential bending moments
in the different pipes had to be evaluated at the same equivalent load per unit length along
the pipe axis. In other words, the load spreading to a buried pipe needed to be considered
when comparing the results (example calculation provided in Appendix F). For specimen
1 (i.e. unburied pipe), this load was determined by taking the total applied load and dividing
by the length of the pipe to get an equivalent line load (in N/m), along the pipe length. For
specimen 6, the concept of load spreading prism from AASHTO LRFD (2012) design
procedure was used to turn the load applied at the surface into an equivalent line load along
the length of the pipe (at the crown of the pipe). For a burial depth of H to the pipe crown
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and loading pad of width W0 and length L0, the load per unit length acting on the pipe
crown along its length can be calculated as FH following Wang and Moore (2015):
FH = w PL ⁄(L0 + LLDF . H)

(3.3)

where PL = the surface force on the loading pad
LLDF = 1.15 (AASHTO LRFD, (2012) live load distribution factor for coarse grained soils
used in this study)

w = the proportion of the load acting across the pipe barrel of outside diameter (OD)
where ‘w’ is given by:
w = min{OD, W0 + LLDF. H}⁄(W0 + LLDF. H)

(3.4)

Strains or moments can be compared directly if obtained at the same value of load (FH)
applied/ experienced at the pipe crown. The strains in the D-load test were compared to the
strains in the buried pipe test when the forces per unit length (FH) on the two pipes were
similar. For all the tests in this chapter, strains measured on the tension side of the concrete
wall have positive values and strains measured on the compression side have negative
values.

Figure 3.10 is the first of a series of radial plots that are used to quantify how soil support
influences live load bending moments. The strains measured from the circumferential fibre
optic rings are used to plot circumferential moments that occur at a particular load in the
pipe cross-section. Hence, the angle corresponds to a location on the pipe surface (e.g.
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crown, springlines, invert, haunches, shoulders) while the radius at that location
corresponds to moment calculated from the strains (measured at that location).

Figure 3.10 shows the moment for the D-load test plotted using results extrapolated from
100 kN to 110.16 kN, so as to correspond to the same FH as the intact soil test. It must be
noted that the responses of RCPs are assumed to be linear and elastic up to the point of first
cracking. Section 3.7.4 discusses this linearity further by comparing the moment increases
from the tests for increasing loads, from 20 kN to 120 kN; hence, the extrapolated results
were considered reliable. As a result, the D-load strains compared in Figure 3.10 were
scaled from the closest FH to compare to the equivalent force per unit length (FH) in the
buried pipe.

The results from the D-load tests showed that the crown moments were approximately 2
times larger than the invert moments, which was also observed in the moment
measurements calculated using strain gauges (approximately 1.8 times larger, see
Appendix E). According to Heger (1962), the moments at the crown are expected to be
slightly larger than the invert moments. However, the difference in the magnitude of the
results in this thesis was larger than the difference mentioned in Heger’s thesis. One theory
for this large difference is that the I-beam used to distribute the applied loads on the crown
of the pipe was not stiff enough compared to the pipe. Hence, the loads were concentrated
at the centre of the pipe and diminished towards the ends of the pipe. At the invert, the pipe
rested on a rigid flat ground that allowed for an even distribution of the reaction forces.
Hence, it is assumed that using the invert moments would be more reasonable. From Figure
3.10, it can be seen that the moments in the D-load test are approximately 9 times higher
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at the crown, 3.3 times higher at the invert, and 4 times higher at the springline locations
compared to the intact soil responses (specimen 6). This reduction in moment magnitude
when the pipe is buried is due to the effect of the backfill and illustrates the basis for the
Bedding Factor (Bf) that will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

3.7.3

Impact of voids

Subsequent circumferential bending moment plots are calculated using the strain readings
measured from the larger load pad tests. Figure 3.11 shows a plot of bending moment
around the circumference for the intact pipe with type 2 installation (specimen 6) versus
the pipe with the small void and type 3 installation (specimen 4) at 113 kN of surface load.

From Figure 3.11, it can be seen that the moments in specimen 4 are greater than the
moments in specimen 6. The most significant increase in moments is seen at the invert
where the moments have increased by approximately 70%. This result is to be expected for
two reasons: the difference in soil compaction and the presence of the small erosion void.
Both of these factors result in the soil surrounding pipe specimen 4 providing much lower
lateral earth pressures on the pipe, so that bending moments increase substantially. This
may have significant implications for the assessment of pipes with erosion voids next to
them as they can potentially have less than half their expected structural capacity. The
figure also shows the maximum bending moment at the invert of specimen 4 with erosion
void has shifted from the invert towards the location of the small void. This result is logical
since the lack of soil on this side of the pipe likely produced greater transfer of vertical
forces to that side of the pipe above and below the void, coupled with the reductions in
lateral earth pressures.
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Bending moment results from the larger void test (specimen 5) are not presented in this
chapter as the outside fibre optics failed during backfilling.

Assuming a linear elastic response prior to cracking (discussed in section 3.7.4), the larger
void test (specimen 7a) results, from the smaller load pad test, were scaled from 50 kN (FH
= 28.42 kN/m) to 80.76 kN (FH = 45.9 kN/m) and are presented in Figure 3.12. From the
figure, it can be seen that the moments in specimen 7a are greater than the moments in
specimen 6. The most significant increase in moments is seen at the invert where the
moments have increased by approximately 26%. It must be noted that the moments plotted
in Figure 3.12 are extrapolated from the moment values measured at 50 kN load under the
small load pad as bearing failure was observed under loads greater than 50 kN which
caused a reduction in the soil cover depth. The extrapolated moments were calculated after
adjusting the surface live loads (or loads that reach the pipe) based on load spreading,
footing size, and fill height (a sample calculation is provided in Appendix F).

3.7.4

Pipe cracking responses and linearity

The maximum load limits were either cracking in the pipes on the tension side of the pipe
walls or soil failure (especially in the large void tests). The maximum load test results from
the buried pipe tests are provided in Table 3.1. From the table, it can be seen that specimen
6 (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction level) cracked at the highest load, followed by the
small void test (specimen 4), and the intact soil test with 80-85% Standard Proctor
compaction level (specimen 2). It also shows that soil failure was observed in the grouted
large void and large void tests at low surface loads.
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Figure 3.13 shows the vertical and horizontal change in diameter with increasing surface
loads as measured using the linear potentiometers (LP’s). From this figure, it can be seen
that the overall changes in diameter are very small, although after cracking, the changes in
diameter begin to increase in a non-linear fashion. These results demonstrate how buried
rigid pipes have initial stiffness (i.e. deformation under load) that is dominated by the
flexural rigidity of the pipe (see Moore, 2001), with almost identical deformations for
different kinds of soil support. However, the bending moments that develop and which
control the cracking loads depend heavily on the soil conditions. Figure 3.13 shows a
comparison of the LP changes between the D-load test (specimen 1) and intact soil tests
(specimen 6). Figure 3.14 and 3.15 graphs show the approximately linear increase in crown
and invert bending moments as applied loads are increased, prior to cracking respectively.
Hence, the extrapolated moment values for specimen 7a are considered to be acceptable.

3.7.5

Ground movement

No significant changes were observed in the target locations during testing (see Appendix
E for sample total station target layout). The movements calculated were below the
precision of the test and hence the results will not be presented. It is safe to assume that no
significant amount of ground movement (e.g. heaving) can be observed before the soil
failure from overloading.

3.8

Discussion and conclusions

Slow deterioration of pipes can contribute to the formation of erosion voids in the backfill
due to fluid leaking both into and out of the pipe. The presence of these voids corresponds
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to a lack of soil support that results in uneven load spreading in the ground. No previous
full-scale experiments have explored the effects of voids beside rigid pipes. The tests
presented in this paper represent the first full-scale, controlled laboratory tests investigating
the effect of erosion voids adjacent to buried concrete pipes, and the results provide a
unique insight into the effects of these voids on rigid pipe behaviour and the potential
impact of low strength grout as a remedial measure. The tests involved investigating and
quantifying the effect of live loads on the performance of 0.9 m (36 in.) diameter, Class
III, concrete pipes buried with a 0.9 m (36 in.) cover depth, with erosion voids simulated
on one side of the pipe.

A summary of the pipe responses to surface live loads are given below:

a. Cracking was observed in most of the tests, although burial in soil with high
compaction and high lateral soil support (i.e. intact soil test with compaction
to 90-95% of maximum density from a Standard Proctor test) ensures
cracking at very high loads. When erosion voids are present beside the pipe,
there is a reduction in the soil support and the pipe takes on more loads
(arching). Hence, the pipes crack at substantially lower surface loads. This
is clear from the results, where the test on pipe in intact soil with density
corresponding to 90-95% Standard Proctor compaction) cracked at the
highest load 525 kN, followed by the pipe with small void which cracked at
277 kN, and the pipe in intact soil with 80-85% Standard Proctor
compaction, which cracked at 273 kN.
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b. The presence of erosion voids resulted in an overall increase in bending
moment with the invert moments being affected the most (e.g., 70% change
in the invert moment between the intact soil result and the small void result
and a 26% change in the invert between the intact soil result and the
extrapolated large void results). This supports the general conclusions of the
computer analyses of Tan and Moore (2007), where an overall increase in
bending moments was also observed for erosion voids located at the pipe
springline.
c. The test featuring larger voids also showed soil failure as the dominant
failure mechanism. It was observed that increasing the contact angle of the
erosion voids to the pipe eventually lead to a change in failure mode, so that
collapse of the soil over the void up to the ground surface became dominant
(under unpaved roads). This shows that erosion voids can be highly
undesirable, given that they can create unstable conditions that jeopardize
the roadway overhead.
d. The results from the total station (that are not presented in the thesis due to
large noise measurements) showed that the collapse of the soil surface could
be imminent and occur without warning once the load crosses a minimum
threshold.
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3.9

Future recommendations

All the results presented in this chapter were measured after two dimensional erosion voids were
simulated in the backfill; ideally, laboratory tests or field tests (full-scale or small-scale) that
capture erosion void propagation and bending distribution in a pipe need to be considered. The tests
might need to be simplified by simulating deterioration as either ‘fractures’ or ‘leaks at the joints’
in the pipes. The erosion voids developed in these tests may have a three dimensional geometry
and the implications of varying void geometry can be assessed. The effects of multiple erosion
voids around the circumference of the pipe (invert, springlines, or haunches) at a cross section need
to also be analyzed. Another important factor to could be considered for future tests is the shape of
the erosion voids that develop in field and how to replicate them in laboratory tests.
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Table 3.1:- Test description and load limit for D-load, intact, and voided samples
Specimen

Test description

Loading limit

1

D-load (three edge bearing)

Onset of crack at 196 kN

test
2

Intact soil (80-85%

Onset of crack at 274 kN

Standard Proctor)
4

Small void (80-85%

Onset of crack at 277 kN

Standard Proctor)
5

Large void (80-85%

Soil failure at ~ 250 kN

Standard Proctor)
6

Intact soil (90-95%

Onset of crack at 525 kN

Standard proctor)
7a

Large void (90-95%

Tested only up to 50 kN as the void was

Standard Proctor)

grouted and then tested as specimen 7b.

Figure 3.1:- D-load setup in the laboratory and a schematic of the loading

arrangement (dimensions in m)
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Drop pipe for grout

Strain gauges

Air bladder under geotextile

Fibre optic rings

Figure 3.2:- Specimens 2 and 3 before backfilling

Figure 3.3:- Elevation of specimens 4 and 5 (dimensions in metres)
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Air bladder representing large void
Strain gauge
Fibre optic ring
Fibre optic ring

Air bladder representing small void

Figure 3.4:- Specimen 4 and 5 before backfilling

Spigot

Bell

Figure 3.5:- Reinforced concrete pipe samples
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Figure 3.6:- Cross sectional view of the smaller and larger voids located on the
outside of the buried pipe (dimensions in mm)

End pipe

Pits

Figure 3.7:- Pits dug in the backfill to accommodate protruding bells
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Figure 3.8:- Instrumentation used inside the reinforced concrete pipe

Figure 3.9:- Total station targets and loading plates representing a wheel pair
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Units: Nm
D-load circumferential moment

Intact soil circumferential moment

Figure 3.10:- Circumferential bending moment (Nm) in the D-load and intact soil
test pipes (specimens 1 and 6 respectively)
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Units: Nm

Small void circumferential moment
Intact soil circumferential moment

Approximate location
of the small void

Figure 3.11:- Circumferential bending moment (Nm) in the small void and intact
soil (specimens 4 and 6 respectively)
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Units: Nm

Large void circumferential moment

Intact soil circumferential moment

Approximate location of
the large void

Figure 3.12:- Extrapolated circumferential bending moment (Nm) in the large void
and intact soil specimens (specimens 7a and 6 respectively)
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600

500
Large void - soil collapse

Load (kN)

400

300

200

100

0
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

LP movement (mm)

Intact soil (specimen 2) - Vertical LP
Intact soil (specimen 2) - Horizontal LP
Grouted small void (specimen 3) - Vertical LP
Grouted small void (specimen 3) - Horizontal LP
Small void (specimen 4) - Vertical LP
Small void (specimen 4) - Horizontal LP
Large void (specimen 5) - Vertical LP
Large void (specimen 5) - Horizontal LP
Intact soil retest (specimen 6) - Vertical LP
Figure 3.13:- Vertical and horizontal linear potentiometer (LP) movement vs load
step
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1.5

Figure 3.14:- Bending moment as a function of applied load; moments given at
invert for larger load pad test
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Figure 3.15:- Bending moment as a function of applied load; moments given at
crown for larger load pad test
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Chapter 4
Impact of erosion void repair on live load bedding factors for reinforced
concrete pipes
4.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the responses of reinforced concrete pipes (RCPs) to surface live
loads if erosion voids (beside the pipe in the backfill) were rehabilitated. Henceforth, these
tests will be referred to as ‘repaired void tests’. As mentioned in Chapter 3, infiltration of
groundwater and/ or exfiltration of sewer water may occur if pipes develop cracks or
leaking joints, which, in turn, may lead to the development of erosion voids in the backfill
material. The presence of erosion void beside pipes is highly undesirable (see Chapter 3)
and a proper rehabilitation solution needs to be adopted to overcome this problem. Some
factors that need to be considered before deciding on a suitable rehabilitation solution
include the condition of the host (original) pipe, cost effectiveness, and/ or feasibility of
the solution. This can greatly influence the rehabilitation method that will be adopted and
can vary from a just point repair to replacing the entire pipe.

Common sewer rehabilitation solutions include a) external point repairs, b) chemical
grouting (Becerril García and Moore, 2013), c) slip lining (Chapter 2 of this thesis and
Simpson et al., 2013), d) cured-in-place pipe lining (CIPP), e) close-fit, f) fold and form,
g) spirally wound, and h) pipe bursting. Out of these procedures, slip liners, cured-in-place
pipe liners, close-fit liners, fold and form liners, and spirally wound liners involve inserting
a new flexible pipe inside the host pipe. These methods are suitable for pipes that are
beyond their serviceable capacity and hence require replacement. However, it must be
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noted that the mentioned replacement methods may not always be applicable due to the
host pipe being too deformed (i.e. the lack of a ‘circular’ host pipe). In such cases, pipe
bursting and horizontal directional drilling is used and it involves fragmenting the host pipe
(which is pushed into the nearby soil/ voids) and replacing with a new pipe using hydraulic,
pneumatic, or static head methods. This method may not always be applicable when other
utilities are close by or if the pipe shows sagging (Amick and Burgess, (2001).

Chapter 3 of this thesis clearly shows that the presence of erosion voids results in the pipe
experiencing higher circumferential bending moments which leads to cracking in the pipe
at lower surface loads. An easy, long-term, economical, trenchless solution that could be
employed to rectify erosion voids near a pipe would be to consider rehabilitating the
erosion voids only, namely, filling the erosion voids with low strength cement grout. This
method allows the sealing of the surrounding soil and stabilizing it from further erosion
which cannot be guaranteed in a few of the other rehabilitation methods. Grout might be
introduced into the voids at the leaking joints, cracks, or from the soil surface. For the
purpose of this study, this method of rehabilitation also allows the response of the pipes to
be compared to the study conducted in Chapter 3 as the pipe and void structure and layout
will not be altered. The question that this chapter is trying to address is to figure out if
grouting erosion voids can restore the overall strength of a ‘voided system’ to that when
the backfill was in an ‘intact’ (i.e. without voids) condition. Current rigid pipe design
practices consider only an intact soil support surrounding a buried pipe, and recently
MacDougall et al. (2016) reported on an experimental study to quantify concrete pipe
response and evaluate the performance of RCP design for ‘intact ground’ conditions (where
no erosion void has developed). Thus far, no experimental work has been undertaken to
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quantify the performance of a rigid pipe with grouted erosion voids (‘repaired’ erosion
voids beside rigid pipes). The study reported in Chapter 2 involves full-scale experiments
to quantify the effect of a grouted slip liner that also led to grouting of the erosion void
adjacent to a corrugated steel pipe. In addition, the effects of erosion voids on rigid pipes
were quantified, by using the experimentally measured bending moments to develop
modified surface load bedding factors (Bf) for pipes with erosion voids (Chapter 3 of this
thesis) and grouted erosion voids.

The current methods used to design an RCP involves using either the Direct Design method
(based on expected moment and moment capacity) or the Indirect Design method (semiempirical design procedure) as specified by AASHTO LRFD (2012). Both conventional
methods unfortunately provide different design solutions (minimum steel requirement) for
the same pipe and loading conditions (MacDougall et al., 2016). The conservatism of both
methods was extensively studied in small and large diameter RCPs by Erdogmus and
Tadros (2009), Erdogmus et al., (2010) and MacDougall et al., (2016). MacDougall (2014)
in her thesis details the benefits and limitations of the two methods. For this current study,
the Indirect Design method offers a suitable quantifying factor, i.e. bedding factors (Bf)
based on the experimental results and the fluctuating load carrying capacity of the pipes,
in each burial condition, necessitates quantification. Bedding factor (Bf) is a ratio that
relates the behaviour of a concrete pipe when buried in a backfill to the results of the same
pipe under a D-load test or three edge bearing test (ASTM C497-16a). In particular,
AASHTO (2016) design represents soil-structure interaction by including the effects of
earth loading (earth load bedding factors (BfE)), and surface live loading and fluid loading
(live load bedding factor (BfLL)) separately. The D-load test (three-edge bearing test), as
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described in detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis, allows the design load capacity (pipe strength)
of a pipe to be measured, and expressed independently of the pipe diameter and length. For
the purpose of this study, the live loads and subsequently live load bedding factors will be
the only loads that will be considered. The true earth load bedding factors will not be
considered for these tests, since the backfill conditions for these tests were ‘simulated’ and
are not a true representation of the real world backfill. This assumption negates the need to
clarify if the process of void simulation, which was used in the thesis, influenced the earth
load responses. Thus, a potential method of accounting for the presence of erosion voids
would be to develop modified bedding factors that would quantify for the effects of the
reduced soil support. Another advantage of the Indirect Design method is that it is based
on allowable crack width on the concrete surface (easily observable) rather than observing
cracks at the reinforcing steel level. Based on the D-load results (actual pipe capacity), the
pipes are categorized into classes from Class II (minimum area of reinforcement in the pipe
and lowest D-load resisted) to Class V (greater area of reinforcement in the pipe and higher
D-load) and therefore takes into account the effects of non-linear steel and concrete
behaviour, and multiple steel bars (MacDougall, 2014). The accuracy of bedding factors
will be discussed further under section 4.4.2.

Considering this background, full-scale experiments have been conducted on 0.9 m (36 in.)
diameter reinforced concrete pipes with simulated erosion voids to achieve the following
objectives: (i) to measure the differences in live load bending moments for pipes with
grouted erosion voids, and (ii) to use experimentally measured bending moments to
develop modified surface load bedding factors for pipes with erosion voids and grouted
erosion voids.
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4.2

Methods

4.2.1

Introduction

In order to achieve the first objective of this chapter, full-scale experiments were conducted
using 0.9 m diameter RCPs buried with simulated repaired erosion voids. The second
objective was achieved by analyzing the results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. These tests
used the same RCP and air bladders as those used in the experiments in Chapter 3 and
hence will not be described again here. This section will describe the testing regime, and
the grout, grouting method, and backfill conditions employed in these tests.

4.2.2

Testing regime

The first of the repaired tests that were conducted was the grouted small void test (specimen
3) (see Table 4.1). Specimen 2 was a pipe section buried to represent an intact soil condition
with specimen 3 (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). The void for specimen 3 was simulated
using an air bladder that was inflated and tied to the sides of the pipe, then punctured after
burial, and filled with grout as discussed in sections 4.2.3.1. Specimen 3 (buried with
specimen 2 (Chapter 3)) was buried using a compaction rate of 80-85% Standard Proctor
as per AASHTO LRFD, 2012. This installation type was used to represent backfill that had
deteriorated over time (Moore et al., 2012). For the larger grouted void test, the large void
(specimen 7a, explained in Chapter 3) was later grouted and will now be called specimen
7b in this chapter. Specimen 7 (that is actually both 7a and 7b) (see Figure 4.3) was buried
with Specimen 6 which represented an intact soil condition. Specimen 7 was compacted
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under installation type 2 (compaction rate of 90-95% standard proctor) and it represented
a backfill that did not deteriorate over time.

4.3

Sample Description

4.3.1

Grout and grouting process

A low strength foam grout (density 703 kg/m3) was used to fill the simulated erosion voids
in a single lift. Single lift was considered sufficient as the volume to be filled was not
significant. The grout had a 7-day unconfined compressive strength of approximately 2.3
MPa (which was determined using cylinder samples prepared during the mixing) (see
Appendix C). The mix was prepared by volume and included Type III Portland cement,
water, and a foaming agent (Aerix light supplied by Euclid Chemical, Canada). The mix
was prepared following the instructions specified by the supplier.

As mentioned before, grouting of the erosion voids can be conducted from the soil surface.
In order to achieve this, a vertical (circular, 8 cm diameter, black, PVC) standpipe was
placed between the pipe and the air bladder (see Figure 4.3). The vertical pipe started close
to the bottom of the air bladder (simulated void) to ensure the void was completely filled
and extended well above the cover depth. Through this vertical pipe, the grout was
carefully poured until the void was filled. To determine if the voids were completely filled,
a narrow, white overflow pipe was placed parallel to the pipe axis at the top of the void to
monitor the grout level in the void (see Figure 4.4). After backfilling, the air bladder was
ruptured by drilling into it from the inside of the pipe. The air was allowed to escape
through the holes for a period of several hours and the strains in the pipe were monitored
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during this period. Due to the porous nature of the grout and its low viscosity, the void
filled readily (also observed once the grouted void pipes were extracted from the backfill,
see Figure 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6). Grouting was stopped once the grout was observed to come
out of the overflow pipe and filled the bottom half of the vertical grouting pipe. It must be
noted that some of the grout entered the pipe in the grouted small void test and the grouted
large void test at the inside invert through the joints. This was because the joints were not
sealed before grout was poured. The amount of grout entering the pipe in the grouted small
void test was not significant and was not removed before the tests; whereas, the ingress of
grout was more significant in the grouted large void test, and most of that grout had to be
removed.

4.3.2

Backfill conditions, loading regime, and instrumentation

The backfill material, the procedures used for its placement and compaction, the method
of installing retaining walls, and the use of bedding below the pipe invert were similar to
the approaches followed in Chapter 3. All the pipe specimens were also placed on a wellcompacted bedding with pits excavated to accommodate the protrusion of the bell. Dry
density, water content, and relative Standard Proctor density readings were taken at every
lift, and these can be found in Appendix E. Once again the top surface of the backfill
material was not paved for these tests.

The loading regime followed a pattern similar to that explained in Chapter 3 where three
cycles of loading and unloading were conducted as part of the service load test (using the
AASHTO load pad 254 mm x 508 mm), and one cycle of loading was conducted for the
maximum service load test (using the larger loading pad 370 mm x 950 mm).
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4.4

Background

Similar to the approaches described in Chapter 3, the same instrumentation layout (2 rings
of nylon fibre optics, one ring of (5 cm) strain gauges on the inside and outside pipe surface,
PIV (particle image velocimetry) patches, horizontal and vertical LPs (linear
potentiometers) inside the pipe, and total station targets on the ground surface) and
application were used for these tests. During the service load tests and maximum load tests,
the applied load was increased to 113.4 kN and until either cracking (width of 0.25 mm at
inside crown or invert) or surface failure was observed (by visual inspection), respectively.
Reiterating from Chapter 3, soil failure is referred to as collapse that is associated with a
mechanism (i.e. what is referred to as ‘general shear failure’ by Lambe and Whitman
(1979), rather than just shear failure at a point).

4.4.1 Introduction

This section describes the accuracy of bedding factors and provides a brief discussion on
the void geometry and soil cover used for these tests.

4.4.2

Accuracy of bedding factors

As discussed earlier, the Indirect Design method for buried concrete pipes uses a quantity
called the Bedding Factor (Bf). Bedding factors were originally defined as the load per unit
length along the pipe crown that induces the limiting crack (width of 0.25 mm) in a D-load
test divided by the load that induces the same limiting crack when the pipe is buried. This
will subsequently be referred to as the ‘moment resistance’ Bedding factor, since it relates
to load that induces the design limit state in the pipe. However, until the recent work of
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MacDougall et al. (2016), there were no known experiments performed where crack width
was measured for tests on buried pipes. Therefore, the Bedding factor has been quantified
considering the ratio of moment induced under vertical loads in a three edge bearing test
on the pipe in a laboratory, to the moment that develops in the same pipe under the same
level of vertical load in the field when it is buried. This will be subsequently be referred to
as the ‘moment demand’ bedding factor, since it is calculated using the moment demands
in the pipe at loads below any design limit state.

The Bedding factor is greater than 1 (as the bending moments in the buried pipe decrease
relative to those in the three edge bearing test) since the soil around the pipe spreads load
across the top and bottom of the pipe, and lateral earth pressures develop that counteract
the moments from the vertical loading. MacDougall et al. (2016) used tests on 0.6 m and
1.2 m diameter pipes at shallow cover to show that for those structures, the Indirect Design
method gives conservative solutions when designing RC pipes and this could mean that
reinforced concrete pipes already have the necessary reserve capacity to negate the effects
of an erosion void beside a pipe. Since the Indirect Design method represents the most
common approach used in pipe design across North America, the effect of erosion voids
on Bedding Factors will be used to quantify the resulting changes in pipe capacity.

4.4.3

Void geometry and soil cover

Based on the reasons mentioned in Chapter 3, the void geometry and location was
considered to release the pipe from soil support over a prismatic arc that ran along one
length of the pipe at the springline. Again a cover depth of 0.9 m was adopted due to the
reasons mentioned in Chapter 3.
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4.5

Results

4.5.1

Introduction

Based on the assumptions and reasoning found in Chapter 3, the curvature and bending
moments presented here were calculated using equations 3.1 and 3.2.

4.5.2

Impact of grouting

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of grouted small void (specimen 3) results and intact soil
(specimen 6) results for 113 kN (25.5 kips) applied to the larger loading pad. From Figure
4.7, it can be seen that once the small void was filled with grout, the results show a decrease
in the live load bending moments (especially on the side of the grouted void and compared
to the voided condition). For example, there was a 25% decrease in moments at the haunch
(grouted void side) and an approximate 10% decrease at the invert between the repaired
(grouted void) and the unrepaired (voided condition).

To investigate the implications of grouting the voids further, circumferential bending
moments were compared between the grouted large void (specimen 7b) at FH = 45.9 kN/m
and the intact soil (specimen 6) in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8 shows the extrapolated moment
distributions in specimen 7b (grouted large void) and specimen 6 (intact soil) for FH = 45.9
kN/m. Further reduction in the overall bending moment can be seen compared to the
grouted small void condition. Soil collapse was observed at surface loads greater than 100
kN (22.5 kips) for specimen 7b resulting in a change in the cover depth and the test was
terminated. The probable cause of this ground failure was because the grout did not
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completely fill the large void, and so the soil directly under the wheel pad moved into some
of the remaining void.

From Table 4.1, it can be seen that specimen 6 (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction level)
cracked at the highest load, followed by the grouted small void test (specimen 3), the small
void test (specimen 4), and the intact soil test with 80-85% Standard Proctor compaction
level (specimen 2). It also shows that soil failure was observed in the grouted large void
and large void tests at low surface loads. However, it was observed that the grouted large
void (specimen 7b) was not completely filled with grout when the pipe was excavated;
hence, the presence of voids could have led to a premature failure in this case. It should be
noted that the soil surfaces in these tests were unpaved and soil failure might be observed
at higher loads if the surface was paved.

4.5.3

Modified bedding factors

As noted in section 4.1 and 4.3.2, the Bedding factor (Bf) can be defined as a measure of
the performance of a buried pipe relative to the same pipe tested in a D-load test (unburied).
It can be calculated using two approaches. Firstly, bedding factor is normally defined as
the ratio between loads per unit length that produce the same amount of bending moment
for the buried and D-load conditions, McGrath and Hoopes (1998) (equation 4.1).
Bedding factor = (Load per unit length)Buried pipe ⁄(Load per unit length)D−load
(4.1)

Alternatively, for a buried pipe system that is responding linearly, bedding factor can be
expressed as the ratio of moments for the same vertical load per unit length (equation 4.2).
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Bedding factor =
(Moment per force per unit length)D−load⁄(Moment per surface force per unit length)Buried pipe

(4.2)

Bedding factors obtained from equation 4.2 will be used in this section as a convenient
method to quantify the support provided by the backfill to the pipes. Table 4.2 shows
bedding factor calculated based on equations 4.1 and 4.2 for 50 kN (11.2 kips) surface load
and at cracking loads respectively. When calculating the load spreading in the vertical
direction to the pipe crown (i.e. the cover height), live load distribution factors (LLDF) of
1.15. According to AASHTO LRFD (2012), the LLFD value is 1.15 based on the backfill
(i.e. select-granular soils). A comparison is also made between the results when the loads
were applied using the small loading pad (service load pad) and large loading pad
(maximum load test pad). The minimum live load bedding factor specified by AASHTO
LRFD (2016) (see Table 4.2) for a 0.9 m diameter pipe with 0.9 m of cover is 2.2. However,
the buried pipes did not reach the critical crack width of 0.25 mm before failure of the
ground surface occurred.

Most of the bedding factor values in Table 4.2 are greater than the specified minimum
except some values that were calculated using the first crack. This is to be expected since
the bedding factor is a method of quantifying the amount of load redistribution to the
surrounding soil and for design purposes; this should be a conservative estimate. The unconservative values of bedding factor based on first cracking are not necessarily indicative
of actual pipe behaviour since they should be based on the critical crack (width of 0.25
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mm, AASHTO LRFD, 2016). Table 4.2 also clearly shows that as the backfill support
decreases, the lower the cracking load and therefore the lower the bedding factor value.
Specimen 6, the intact pipe with type 2 installation, has the highest set of ‘moment demand’
bedding factors while the lowest such bedding factors are calculated for specimen 7a, the
large void specimen with type 2 installation. Figure 4.9 shows how bedding factors change
with load steps from 25 kN to 113 kN in the maximum load test tests with LLDF = 1.15.

It can be seen in Figure 4.9 that the bedding factors calculated using crown moments and
load spreading to the crown of buried pipes result in much higher values. This was because
the crown moment from the D-load test was higher than those at other critical locations as
it approached the cracking limit state on the tension side first. The reason for higher crown
moments can be found in section 3.7.2. Bedding factors calculated using invert moments
and load spreading to the invert of buried pipes result in values where only the intact soil
and the grouted large void are greater than the minimum AASHTO specified design value
of 2.2 (Figure 4.9). At a few load levels (loads greater than the maximum AASHTO design
service load (105 kN)), the grouted small void results are greater than the AASHTO design
value. This suggests that the experimental determination of the bedding factor is load
dependent. It is also suggests that the bedding factor may be very conservative for the
design of non-deteriorated pipes.

4.6

Discussion and conclusions

Based on the results of the two grouted void tests, it can be speculated that grouting an
erosion void will result in the overall improvement of the system capacity versus not filling
the erosion void at all. However, it should be noted that level of compaction of the
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surrounding soil also plays a major role in the distribution of surface loads to the soil-pipe
system. For example, the grouted large void (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction level)
showed comparable responses to the intact soil test (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction
level), while the grouted small void (80-85% Standard Proctor compaction level) showed
an improvement in the overall response of the system but did not restore the moment
distribution around the pipe to the ‘intact soil’ values.

However, in both cases the general trend seen is that the intact soil (specimen 6) has the
highest bedding factor and therefore the highest load carrying capacity, followed by the
grouted large void (specimen 7b), grouted small void (specimen 3), and finally the small
void (specimen 4).

4.7

Future recommendations

Drawing from the recommendations provided in Chapter 3 of this thesis, it is important to
consider three dimensional grouted void formations formed at the location of the leaks,
cracks, and joints. Furthermore, the effects of repaired voids at the invert of a rigid pipe
also needs to be investigated.
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Table 4.1:- Test description and load limits for all tests conducted in Chapter 3 and
4
Specimen

Test description

Loading limit

1

D-load (three edge bearing)

Onset of crack at 196 kN

test
2

Intact soil (80-85%

Onset of crack at 274 kN

Standard Proctor)
3

Grouted small void (80-

Onset of crack at 308 kN

85% Standard Proctor)
4

Small void (80-85%

Onset of crack at 277 kN

Standard Proctor)
5

Large void (80-85%

Soil collapse at ~ 250 kN

Standard Proctor)
6

Intact soil (90-95%

Onset of crack at 525 kN

Standard proctor)
7a

7b

Large void (90-95%

Tested only up to 50 kN as the void was

Standard Proctor)

grouted and tested as specimen 7b.

Grouted large void (90-95% Did not crack and instead observed soil collapse
Standard Proctor)

in the first factored service load cycle (128.3
kN) and a misalignment in the actuator.
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Figure 4.1:- Elevation view of specimen 3 (grouted small void) with specimen 2
(intact soil)

Figure 4.2:- Specimens 2 and 3 before backfilling
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Vertical pipe
Overflow pipe

Figure 4.3:- Specimen 7 (representing both 7a and 7b) buried with specimen 6

Figure 4.4:- Extent of the grout in the large void specimen (specimen 7b) after the
bladder (blue) was removed
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Figure 4.5:- Grouted large void specimen as seen in the pit after excavation. The
vertical pipe (black pipe) was the pipe used to pour grout into the simulated erosion
void.
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Figure 4.6:- Extent of grouted small void after extraction of the sample
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Units: Nm

Grouted large void
circumferential moment
Intact soil circumferential
moment

Approximate location of grouted
small void

Figure 4.7:- Comparison of the grouted small void (specimen 3) and intact soil
(specimen 6) bending moments
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Units: Nm

Grouted large void
circumferential moment
Intact soil circumferential
moment

Grouted large void side

Figure 4.8:- Comparison of grouted large void (specimen 7b) and intact soil (specimen
6)
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Table 4.2:- Modified bedding factor (Bf) using measured moments and cracking loads

Specimen Test description

Average bedding factor (Equation

Bedding factor

4.2)

at first crack
(Equation 4.1)

Small pad at 50

Large pad at 50

kN surface load

kN surface load

LLDF = 1.15

LLDF = 1.15

LLDF = 1.15

2

Intact soil (80-85%)

A

A

1.4

3

Grouted small void (80-85%)

1.6

2.0

1.6

4

Small void

1.6

1.8

1.4

A

A

B

2.9

3.2

2.6

(80-85%)
5

Large void
(80-85%)

6

Intact soil
(90-95%)

7a

Large void service load (90-95%) 1.4

C

C

7b

Grouted large void (90-95%)

2.4

B

2.4

AASHTO LRFD (2016) minimum requirement

2.2

Notes: A. Optical fibre broke on this sample so moment values are not available B. Soil collapse was observed
C. Test was not conducted to failure (critical cracking of pipe or soil collapse)
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Figure 4.9:- Bedding factor calculated at the invert for increasing load steps (larger
load plates)
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Chapter 5
Experimental study of the resistance to external water pressure of
rehabilitated maintenance hole with spray-on liner
5.1

Introduction to maintenance holes and need for rehabilitation

Maintenance holes (MHs) primarily act as access points to underground sewer networks
(pipes) from the ground surface to carry out condition assessment, inspections, and
rehabilitation to the sewer lines. They may also act as structures for housing storm water
treatment systems (Ellison et al., 2010). As an overview to MHs, they can be either
rectangular/ square or circular in shape depending on the angle of entry of the underground
pipes. Rectangular/ square shapes are preferred when the underground pipes intercept at
180- or 90-degree angles; while circular MHs accommodate pipes entering (the MH) at
different angles. The diameter and wall thickness of a maintenance hole depends on the
elevation, number, size, and entry angle of pipes connected to a MH at that location. Design
details of MHs are specified in ASTM C913 (2008), for rectangle/ square MHs, and ASTM
C478 (2015) for circular MHs. Since MH structures mostly take on compressive loads (like
weight from overhead riser sections, roads, walkways, earth backfill, and surcharge loads)
in addition to lateral earth pressure, and hydrostatic pressures, they are commonly made up
of either reinforced concrete or brick. A typical maintenance hole comprises of base
sections (to which pipes are connected), risers (that extend up to the ground surface), and
possibly a transition section (connecting a larger diameter base to the narrower opening
closer to the surface). Figure 5.1 (a) shows a typical maintenance riser with circular cross
section.
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Maintenance holes (MHs), like any other structure, undergo deterioration over their
lifetime and therefore, it is important to consider rehabilitation. The results presented in
Ellison et al., 2010, based on the Drinking Water Infrastructure Needs Survey and
Assessment, USEPA (2005), showed that $288.7 billion needs to be invested by 2023 into
pipelines and maintenance holes to ensure clean and safe drinking water to the consumers.
Deterioration in MH can develop at joints, connection rings, at locations of loose mortar,
and cracks from shifting and expanding soils. However, the most common type of
deterioration found in MHs (that form a part of a sanitary sewer system) occurs from
microbially induced corrosion (MIC) where chemicals or solvents of varying pH (released
by industries) undergo aerobic or anaerobic reactions with the help of microbes and form
hydrogen sulphide (H2S) gas (Jensen et al., 2008). This hydrogen sulphide gas rises in the
MH and combines with water (or moisture) to form sulphuric acid which then corrodes the
MH wall surface. The different types of deterioration often lead to the possibility of
groundwater infiltration. Leaks in sanitary and storm water sewers are more serious at
locations below the groundwater level as additional water (groundwater infiltrating the
system) can enter the water treatment facility and result in overloading the systems’
capacity and added expenses. Exfiltration (sewer water coming out of the system),
especially during flooding, is also highly undesirable, due to the possible contamination of
local groundwater by the pollutants (IKT (2016), Bosseler et al. (2012), and Ulutas et al.
(2016)). Cyclic infiltration/ exfiltration can give rise to erosion of the surrounding backfill
which if left unchecked, ultimately results in sinkhole propagation.

A progressive trenchless technology rehabilitation solution that is cost effective, causes
minimum surface disruptions (community impacts) and that can also be used to manage
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future demand inflections, involves the use of spray-on liner systems (Ellison et al., 2010).
Additional advantages of spray-on liners include quick repair times (with a minimum of
one day return to service) with no need for a bypass pipeline system, and no additional
work required for service lateral connections compared to other rehabilitation methods, and
therefore low installation costs (Ellison et al., 2010). These spray-on rehabilitation
solutions are applied on MH walls using either a spray gun or hand trowel. Generally, a
two-step process is involved in the application processes of the liner for MH remediation
a) sealing and b) coating. Sealants are first used to fill voids (if any) in the backfill, behind
MH wall to rebuild or reinforce the soil backfill; and, the sealants are injected into the voids
through the cracks or by drilling through the MH wall. Next, a layer of coating is applied
to the MH wall surface that spans across any surface cracks and provides the necessary
corrosion protection.

5.2

Rehabilitation selection criteria

Based on current industry trends, more and more trenchless solutions (particularly within
the sewer lines themselves) are being favoured and limited research has been performed to
fully comprehend the behaviour (covered in this chapter) and design (future
recommendations) of these new technologies within maintenance holes. Robinson
Consultants Inc. (2014) specifies three rehabilitation solutions to address MH deterioration
depending on the level of structural instability: a) repair (patch up), b) renovate, and/ or c)
replace. MH replacement is not generally recommended, as replacement of a MH
independent of the sewer lines could result in differential settlement in the sewer lines and
run the risk of connection problems and further deterioration (Robinson Consultants Inc.,
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2014). There are several renovation options to rehabilitate a deteriorated maintenance hole,
such as, slip liner, cured-in-place (CIP) liner, and spray-on liners (cementitious, epoxy,
polyurethanes, or multi-layer liner systems). Literature associated with these liner systems
(liner specifications and other field observation reports) typically assert that liner systems
must be able to provide corrosion protection, and also have the ability to strengthen, span,
and seal minor (or in some instances major) damages (i.e. cracks), and therefore, restore
the structural integrity of the MH wall, and stop infiltration/ exfiltration (Robinson
Consultants Inc., 2014). A study by Ellison et al., (2010) on cast iron pipes mentioned that
spray-on liners have often been characterized as rehabilitation solutions whose primary
purpose is to limit internal corrosion, and therefore improve the hydraulic capacity and
water quality in the pipes. The study also mentions that spray-on liners can span holes and
gaps in cast iron pipe walls due to the ease with which the liner thickness can be built up
and due to the significant difference in the elastic moduli of flexible polymer liners and
stiff host pipes, these liners should not be used to add strength to the host pipes. However,
the proper functioning of these liner systems depends mostly on the surface preparation,
applicators experience, and the quality of the inspections (Black and Veatech Corp., 2004).

5.3

Introduction to coatings or liners

Before details of the experiments are given, a short account of coatings or liners will be
given in this section. Liners are often used to provide rehabilitation against infiltration and
exfiltration, internal corrosion (chemical or H2S corrosion), and structural capability
(sometimes) (Ellison et al., 2010). Additional features that make some liners more suitable
than others include high tolerance to moisture, quick return to serviceability (time required
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for the water or sewer systems to return to high or low flow conditions), and ease of
application. There are many types of spray-on liners available and depending on the
material (of the maintenance hole), different products are used. Epoxy, polyurethane,
cementitious, and polyurea multi-layered linings are the preferred spray-on liner types for
a reinforced concrete maintenance hole.

Prior to application of the spray-on liner, the MH wall will be subjected to the standard
practice for cleaning concrete surfaces as per ASTM D4258 (2005) or as specified by the
specification sheet of the respective liner. Typically, surface cleaning is utilized to remove
excess grease, dirt, loose mortar, and other contaminants with the help of either a vacuum
cleaner, high power water pressure (most common), or air blast cleaning (ASTM D4258,
2005). An additional requirement for proper application of spray-on liners is the absence
of moisture (Robinson Consultants Inc., (2014)) as moisture in the MH walls can result in
areas where the bond strength, between spray-on liners and substrate (MH wall concrete),
might be insufficient. The liner considered for the experiments conducted in this thesis, is
a type of spray-on liner that is used against infiltration and corrosion alone with sufficient
tolerance to moisture on the substrate based on the results found in Robinson Consultants
Inc., 2014 (see Table 5.1 for liner properties). The liner was applied to each prepared
surface by a spray gun method as per the manufacturer recommendations. As an additional
part of the research conducted in this chapter, the behaviour of areas where the bond
strength is insufficient or weak will also be studied. Henceforth, these areas of will be
referred to as ‘zones of de-bond’ and will be artificially simulated (described in detail in
section 5.6.3).
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5.4

Literature review

Municipal governments and other infrastructure owners have recently taken an interest in
developing and understanding new rehabilitation methods to counteract groundwater
infiltration and corrosion in maintenance holes. This section will summarize previous
research conducted on different types of liners that were used as rehabilitation solutions,
in various types of deteriorated pipes and maintenance holes, and when the liner was
subjected to either external or internal water pressures.

Presently, most developers of spray-on liner systems rely on current ASTM standards to
assess the overall substrate and liner bond strength quality. For example, ASTM C 497-17
provides a standard test method for concrete pipes, maintenance holes sections, or tiles to
assess the concrete core strength (cylinder strength test), crushing strength of the pipe (Dload or three edge bearing test), permeability, alkalinity, compatibility, absorption,
resistance of joint movement to shearing and other differential loading, and quality control
measures against leakage by applying hydrostatic pressure against the MH wall and joint.
ASTM D4258 (2005) provides the standard practice for surface cleaning of the concrete
surface (using either broom cleaning, vacuum cleaning, air blast cleaning, water cleaning,
detergent water cleaning, and steam cleaning) before the application of liners/ coatings to
provide a surface that is contaminant free, free of oil, grease, and other loose adhering
concrete. Standards such as ASTM D7234 (2012) or ASTM C1583/C1583M-13 provide
test procedures to evaluate the adhesion strength/ bond strength of a liner to a concrete
substrate (maintenance wall surfaces) using a using direct tension (commonly called the
Pull-Off Strength test or Dolly test). This tensile bond strength test method determines the
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maximum force (perpendicular to the liner -substrate surface) required to pull out a plug
that is attached directly on the exposed face of the liner in a MH. Failure strength and
location of the failure within the layers will establish if the bond strength between the liner
and substrate is sufficient. However, minor variations like using different instruments,
different substrates, or different loading fixtures can result in variations in the strength
results (ASTM D7234 2012). However, these standards do not offer a true representation
of how the spray-on liners react to groundwater infiltration, and do not define or address
the dominating failure mechanisms depending on liner thicknesses or properties.

A study conducted in Jensen et al. (2008) focused on the propagation of H2S (hydrogen
sulphide) corrosion (which is one of the major types of deterioration) on concrete surfaces
in gravity sewers and found that a high active biomass concentration was an important
factor in determining the extent of corrosion. The material composition of spray-on liners
is used to act as a barrier against H2S corrosion of the substrate by creating a barrier
between the gas and concrete substrate and thus ensuring a longer lifetime for the pipes
and maintenance holes, to restore the hydraulic capacity of pipes, to improve the water
quality by checking iron or steel corrosion, to prevent groundwater infiltration, and
sometimes to provide some structural benefits (handle hoop stresses created from internal
pressure) by spanning across rust holes and other weak areas in the pipe.

Robinson Consultants Inc., (2014) conducted an evaluation of the advantages and
disadvantages of various rehabilitation technologies and reported on the application,
viability, selection criteria, and availability of the various technologies by utilizing case
studies conducted using cementitious coatings, CIPP lining systems, polyurethane linings,
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epoxy linings, and multi-layer linings. The report also mentions the liner thicknesses, life
expectancy, structural (liner strength contribution to the host pipe) or semi-structural
properties, adhesion (pull-off) test strength, and liners application precautions (i.e.
sensitivity to moisture) that are needed to be considered during liner application processes.
However, neither the controlling limit states of said liners nor their ability to resist
continued infiltration were explored.

One of the few studies that researched groundwater infiltration into maintenance holes
buried in a backfill was IKT (2012); prefabricated concrete risers were perforated, prior to
burial, (by drilling holes manually) to represent geometrical faults that included local or
widespread leaks (multiple drilled holes and mould release agent to weaken an area of the
bond was applied prior to coating application) or a leaking shaft ring joint. The
maintenance holes were subsequently repaired after burial (using sealants and coatings)
like mortar, polyurethane, and slip liners. The groundwater level was fluctuated for the
tests and a maximum level of 4.7 m was maintained for a period of twenty weeks. IKT
(2012) did not report the strains and failure mechanism observed for each rehabilitated
system.

As mentioned before, in maintenance hole walls, spray-on liners are mostly used to prevent
groundwater infiltration. Hence, it is important to have good bonding of the liner to the
substrate. The spray-on liner market has different types of liner/ coating products ranging
from epoxy, polymer, polyurethane, polyurea, etc. and these liners may be comprised of
more than a single layer and may be applied in different thicknesses (which are built up in
layers). External fluid pressure (i.e. groundwater infiltration) could work to lift the liner off
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the substrate to which it is attached and the behaviour and failure mechanism of each of
these liners to groundwater infiltration might be different. However, the study by IKT
(2012) showed that having a high bond strength at a few locations did not necessarily
guarantee a high bond strength everywhere. Becerril García and Moore (2015) studied the
performance of deteriorated steel culverts that were rehabilitated with cementitious sprayon liners of varying thicknesses. That study found that the liners within these pipes behaved
as semi-rigid structures. Ellison et al., (2010) investigated the fracture resistance of linings
to internal pipe pressures in old (fractured) cast iron pipes and found that most spray-on
liners exhibited considerable tensile strength and are suitable as structural rehabilitation
solutions (i.e. they provide strength to the host pipe). The study also found that polymer
liners (polyurethane, and polyurea) that were applied thickly had the ability to span large
holes/ gaps in host pipes while being able to resist high internal water pressure by
mobilizing the frictional bond created between the liner and the inside of the host pipe.
Some studies have deliberated on the forces that a spray-on liner would experience during
its lifetime and the influence of the liner contributions to the overall behaviour of the pipes.
For example, Boot and Toropova (1999) tested polyethylene thin-walled linings in water
mains and concluded that in sections where the liner spanned across deterioration voids in
the host pipe, the wall stresses at that location were significantly higher. One of the most
important characteristics of spray-on liners (as specified by manufacturers) is the thickness
at which these liners are applied. Vipulanandan and Liu (2005) conducted hydrostatic
pressure resistance tests, and tests on the chemical resistance of epoxy coating materials
and found that good bond can be easily achieved for both dry and wet concrete substrate
and for almost all cases, and the liner passed (a grade was given to a liner if it showed no
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change in colour, cracking, delamination or blister formations during the test) the tests.
Bandler (2007) compared the structural capacity of brick maintenance holes that were
repaired using plastic (terminology used in the thesis for a polymer liner) spray-on liners,
grout based liners, and slip liners. The maintenance holes were subjected to increasing
horizontal effective stresses to simulate deep burial. Of all the types of repair methods that
were considered, the plastic spray-on liners yielded at the lowest strength in a ductile
manner, while, the grout based liner produced high peak strength with immediate brittle
failure (at small deformations). Hence, the structural properties of the material play a
critical role in the responses.

This chapter solely focuses on investigating the behaviour/ responses of spray-on liner
systems as they resist groundwater pressure at simulated point defects. Groundwater
infiltration leads to pressure build-up against the bonded layer of the liner and the substrate
and two potential failure mechanisms can be predicted: a) tensile rupture of the liner
material (cohesive liner failure or tearing) or b) failure of the adhesive bond at the interface
between the liner and the substrate, e.g. peeling (Jensen et al., (2008) and Ellison et al.,
(2010)). In this study, a test protocol will be developed, that could be used to test the
responses of liner systems to persisting groundwater pressure by quantifying the dominant
failure mechanism. To address the problem of bond strength to the substrate (as mentioned
earlier), the liner responses will also be tested on samples with simulated ‘weak bonds’ (i.e.
the liner will not be properly bonded to the MH wall). Lastly, tests will also be conducted
on flat plates (i.e. patio stones) (henceforth called, patio stone tests), in addition to a MH
wall (henceforth referred to as MH tests), to measure the effects of curvature on the changes
in the behaviour of the liner. The allowed, smallest MH diameter will be used in the MH
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tests and the results will be compared to the patio stone tests. This will help determine any
changes in the liner behaviour if different diameters of MHs were used. In other words, as
the diameter of the cylinder (i.e. MH) increases, the surface on which the liner is applied
becomes flat. Hence, this thesis will attempt to answer a few questions like what the
dominant failure mechanism/ behaviour of a liners are when subjected to increasing
groundwater pressure, and how the responses of the liner change if the immediate area
around the ‘leak’ was de-bonded, and finally, and the changes in the liner responses to
changes in MH diameter (or curvature effects)? The test methods developed in this chapter
will provide a better understanding and a quantitative assessment of the liner responses.

5.5

Objectives

This study works to address the following research objectives:

-

Develop the geometry and equipment associated with a leakage test protocol

-

Present a first exploration of the controlling limit states of liners resisting leaks
under external fluid pressure

-

Investigate the impact of the loss of bond between liner and the concrete substrate

-

Explore test monitoring methods using PIV and measurements of surface strains

-

Explain the failure mechanism of spray-on liners in maintenance holes

-

Understand the effects of curvature on the liner behaviour (difference between flat
plates (pavers) and curved (maintenance hole) samples)
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5.6

Experiment details

5.6.1

Sample selection

This section will provide a summary of the reasoning behind selecting the specific liner,
other products, and equipment used to develop the test protocol. Spray-on liner products
rely on their adhesion to the substrate for their longevity, and depending on the spray-on
liner used, the presence of moisture, dust, oil, liner thickness etc. may influence the overall
behaviour of the liner (Yilmaz, 2012). The common spray-on liners include cement mortar
linings, epoxy linings, polyurea, and polyurethane linings. According to Ellison et al.,
2010, cement mortar linings were the oldest acceptable lining system, around Europe, used
in pipes to span crack widths and prevent internal leaks. However, as the mortar cured, the
liner would shrink and develop cracks; the cement mortar also lacked reliable tensile
strength which further induced cracking when pipes were bent or pressurized. Ellison et
al., 2010 also reported that these cracks allowed water to seep in through the lining and
result in corrosion zones. Another disadvantage of cement mortar linings was the cure time,
of least 24 hours, which required the construction of a bypass system. Another popular
spray-on liner rehabilitation system is the thermosetting epoxy polymer used to extend the
life of pipelines by reducing internal corrosion and improving system hydraulics. The liner
product has low tensile strength values similar to the cement mortar liner. Ellison et al.,
2010 mentions that polyurethane and polyurea are the most common and preferred sprayon liner rehabilitation systems in North America due to its rapid cure time (ensures quick
return to service) and tensile strength. Out of all the spray-on liner systems, polyurea/
polyurethane-based coatings are less likely to be affected by the presence of moisture or
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dust as per Yilmaz (2012). Hence, for the development of these first test protocols and a
first exploration of the controlling limit states of the liners, a polyurethane based product
was used to understand a spray-on liner behavior that is completely bonded (as specified
by protocol) to the concrete substrate when infiltration persists from groundwater
penetrating through the cracks in the maintenance hole walls.

As mentioned before, another objective was completed by simulating a lack of bond
between a spray-on liners and the substrate at certain locations (due to either improper
application and/ or surface preparation (IKT, 2012)). Hence, these predetermined (location
and size) zones of de-bond, were simulated with the help of thin plastic films and for the
purposes of this initial investigation, circular ‘zones of de-bond’ were considered. It was
reasoned that a circular de-bonded zone would have smaller stress concentrations around
the edges as opposed to a square de-bond zone. To further quantify the effects of de-bond,
circles of two diameters were considered. The dimensions will be elaborated in section
5.5.2. The results in this chapter seek to provide an functional test protocol to understand
the liner failure mechanism to groundwater infiltration. Lastly, as mentioned before, a MH
of the smallest diameter (circular) (Figure 5.1) was chosen for the large scale tests or MH
tests (segment without any openings for connections to other pipes) and for the flat plate
tests or patio stone tests, the size of the patio stones were determined by ensuring at least
1 1/2 diameter of the maximum circular de-bond zone length is allowed between the edges
of the patio stone and the edges of the maximum zones of de-bond. The sample dimensions
are provided in section 5.5.3.
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5.6.2

Test set-up and surface preparation

To achieve the objectives of this research, one complete segment of maintenance hole riser
and nine small scale patio stones (i.e. square concrete stones or flat patio stones) were used
for the tests (Figure 5.1). Firstly, the centre of all patio stones were marked and a hole was
drilled in the centre of the patio stone (Figure 5.2) to simulate a leak or opening through
which groundwater infiltrates. Locations on the MH were also marked out and the centres
drilled (Figure 5.3). To simulate the small leak/ failure point, a single hole or ‘opening’
5/32 in. or 4 mm was drilled in the centre of each test sample. After drilling, the surfaces
of the MH and patio stones were cleaned as per specifications suggested by the liner
contractor. Toronto Water Division Standard Specifications for Sewers and Watermains
(2016) mentions that a contractor is responsible for employing the necessary surface
preparation methods needed to achieve the necessary ‘concrete surface profile’ for liner
application. Hence, for these experiments the contractors (of the product) were consulted
to specify a suitable surface preparation method before the liner was applied. In addition,
the contractors were also consulted to specify the required liner thickness. In the end, it
was conluded that the surface of the maintenance hole wall was rough enough to provide a
good surface condition for the liner to bond to and the surface was only washed using a
hand held low pressure water pressure gun. To ensure a similar bond was achieved by the
liner to the patio stone substrate, the texturing on the patio stones (seen in Figure 5.2) was
not smoothened. Instead the surface was also only cleaned with a low pressure hand gun.
Next, the surfaces were air dried outside, for an hour.
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Before the application of the liner, the openings were plugged with a crumpled ball of the
plastic sheet to prevent the liner from entering the centre opening during spraying and
provide a continuous surface. After the liner had cured, the plug was carefully removed
from the back of the samples to permit testing of the liner using external water pressure.
Next, thin, circular plastic films were directly attached over the opening, on the side to be
sprayed, using an epoxy (described in section 5.5.3) (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). The plastic
films, as mentioned before, will depict zones of de-bond in the liner (i.e. where the liner
does not attach to the substrate). It must be noted that in all the tests considered, the zone
of de-bond was simulated directly over the location of groundwater infiltration. Once the
epoxy was dried, the liner was applied to the surface as per the contractors’ specifications.
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 shows the liner being applied to the patio stones and Figure 5.8
shows the liner being applied to a MH. The liner application process is described in section
5.5.4. Once the liner was cured, testing could commence.

To simulate water entering through the opening, a system that allowed control of the water
pressure was attached to the back of each sample (Figure 5.9). The following attachment
was fixed (see Figure 5.9) to the back of each sample/ location and is described in the order
in which it is connected starting from the back of the sample. First, an aluminium plate (3
in. x 3 in. x ¼ in. or 76.2 mm x 76.2 mm x 6.35 mm) with a hole in its centre was attached
directly over the opening at the back of each patio stone or maintenance hole, using
silicone. The aluminium plate had a ¼ in. NPT (National Pipe Thread) thread/ opening to
which a push-connect system was attached at the back of each sample (see Figure 5.9). The
push-connect system connected to a pressure transducer (to measure the pressure of the
water at the entry point), an air valve (to remove trapped air from the tube before testing),
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and a ‘water outlet tube’ (clear tube in Figure 5.9 through which water enters behind the
samples). The other end of the ‘water outlet tube’ was connected to a pressure regulator
that could simulate an increase in the apparent groundwater pressure. Note that the water
pressure recorded will be considered as the ‘apparent’ groundwater pressure as the water
was not de-aired. In other words, since de-aired water is not compressible, the volume of
water used would have been the true volume of ‘peeling’ (if any). For these initial tests,
de-aired water was not used and the water pumped was controlled using a pressure
regulator and not a volume regulator. The other end of the pressure regulator was connected
to a water inlet hose which, in turn, was connected to a regular garden hose tap. As soon
as the valve was closed and water was pumped through the opening, it denoted the start of
the test.

5.6.3

Description of test samples

Small scale experiments used nine patio stones (600 x 600 x 45 mm in dimensions)
(standard market size that met the criteria mentioned in section 5.5.1) were used. The
surface of the patio stone (that was to be lined) had a texture on the top of one surface (seen
in Figure 5.2). Out of the nine samples, the first three sample were lined to represent perfect
bonding (henceforth referred to as No de-bond samples or D0). The next six samples had
patches of very thin plastic films, attached directly over the opening, to achieve de-bond
conditions of the liner to the substrate. Three 10 cm diameter (Dpatch) circles (henceforth
these samples will be referred to as D100) and three 20 cm (Dpatch) (henceforth these samples
will be referred to as D200) diameter circles of plastic films were used to prevent bonding
and simulate the ‘de-bond’ of the liner. In each case, the de-bond condition was created by
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gluing the thin plastic film (Figure 5.3) (of the specified diameter) to the concrete in the
centre of the patio stone using a two part 5 min epoxy (by Loctite), Figure 5.4. The epoxy
was placed in tiny drops around the edges of the plastic film.

A similar approach was taken when preparing the test locations on the maintenance hole
segment. For the large scale tests, the maintenance hole riser was 0.9 m high with an
internal diameter of 1.2 m and wall thickness of 152.4 mm. Nine holes were drilled through
the wall of the maintenance hole, away from the ladder rings (Figure 5.3). The same
technique for simulating de-bond was used for MH tests, with three areas prepared to
simulate good bond condition (‘No de-bond’ or D0 test locations), three areas prepared to
simulate a lack of bond for 10 cm diameter measured from the centre (D100), and three areas
prepared to simulate a lack of bond for 20 cm diameter measure from the centre (D200). The
overall layout of the de-bond patches on the inner surface of the maintenance hole is shown
in Figure 5.3.

5.6.4

Liner application and specifications

The tests considered in this study used the maintenance hole rehabilitation product called
“SpectraShield” supplied by Liquiforce. The product is a fluorescent pink colour, multilayer liner system that is applied using a hand held spray gun to prevent corrosion and
eliminate infiltration. The supplier also indicates that it is also resistant to H2S corrosion
(Robinson Consultants Inc., 2014). The isocyanate based product has a non-porous nature
and has the ability to seal against fluids.
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The first layer applied to the concrete substrate acts as a barrier coating, and is made by
mixing two products: SpectraShield Barrier Coat A-Side (pale yellow liquid-contains
MDI) and SpectraShield Barrier Coat B-Side (pink viscous liquid) which turns into the
pink product seen being applied in Figure 5.6. Henceforth, this layer will be called the base
layer or the first layer and the layers will be named in the order of application. The second
layer (henceforth called the second or middle layer) was applied after the first layer was
completely dried. It is comprised of an expanding foam that is made from SpectraShield
Foam Activator (a brownish red liquid) and SpectraShield Foam Resin (a blue liquid) to
form a closed cell spray foam. Finally, the third layer (henceforth called the third or top
layer) applied was the SpectraShield Epoxy Primer, added to form the final pink layer on
top seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The second and third layers did not need any significant
drying and hence, the third layer was applied immediately after the second. Once the third
layer is exposed to air, it solidifies almost immediately, creating a stiff cover (see Figure
5.8). A MATLAB representation of the liner surface profile after it was applied on the patio
stone is given in Figure 5.10. The functions of each layer and some additional properties
can be found in Table 5.1.

The samples were sprayed by the Liquiforce branch in Kingsville, Ontario, Canada. Once
the samples were brought to the GeoEngineering laboratory at Queen’s University, they
were stored indoors and not directly exposed to sunlight (as per specifications). However,
over time, some of the patio stone samples (the ones with no de-bond or ‘No de-bond’
samples) showed delamination (see Figure 5.11); whereby, the second layer (middle layer
of foam) pulled away from the first layer (the polyurea base layer). This behaviour was not
observed in the maintenance hole samples. The delamination, however, did not affect the
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responses of the patio stones that are presented subsequently, and were generally consistent
with the maintenance hole tests (which are discussed under section 5.8).

5.7

Testing regime

Before testing, the air in the inlet and outlet pipes were removed by opening the air valve
and letting the water flow out of it. The air valve was rotated in a way that brought the
valve opening just above the point of entry of the water (opening) into the samples. Next
the air valve was closed, and under the assumption that the water had filled the opening
and the space behind the de-bonding zones (if any), the test was started. Water pressure
was increased at a rate of 50 kPa per minute by turning the knob of the pressure transducer
system by hand. The pressure was increased till a type of ‘failure’ was observed. The first
test was conducted on the samples without any instrumentation followed by the samples
with instrumentation. Details of the instrumentation are provided subsequently in section
5.7.

5.8

Instrumentation

As mentioned before, three samples were prepared for each of the three types of bonds
between the liner and the substrate. One of the trio, of a type of sample, was instrumented
with polyimide fibres, to measure surface strains experienced by the sample. The second
sample of the trio, was instrumented with PIV (particle image velocimetry) targets to
facilitate tracking of x, y, and z movements. Lastly, the third sample had no instrumentation
applied, to account for the potential effects of the instrumentation on the liner responses.
This was applied to both patio stone samples and MH samples.
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Digital imaging correlation (DIC) was used to capture the movements by the PIV targets.
To achieve this, a grid pattern of ‘targets’ were used. These targets were made from foam
and were cut into roughly 2 cm squares (see Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13). Since the foam
piece was black a white ring sticker was placed on each side for easy tracking. Each black
foam target had one sticky side and this made it easier to attach it onto the liner surface.
The movements of the targets were captured by two digital cameras placed perpendicular
to the sample as seen Figure 5.14 for the patio stones. One camera was placed inside the
maintenance hole to capture the circumferential movements while the other was mounted
on a frame that sat above the maintenance hole wall and looked down into the riser to
capture the radial movements. The targets were placed in a staggered pattern with 5 cm
spacing. The pattern was repeated in all directions for at least 15 cm away from the
opening/ area of de-bond. The photographs were taken at 4 second intervals as the water
pressure was increased and were later compared in MATLAB using an image based
deformation software called GeoPIV8 (White et al., 2003). The software compares the first
image to the subsequent ones and tracks the individual targets to quantify the deformations.

Polyimide fibre was also used to monitor the surface strain responses of the liner to the
groundwater pressure. Details of the polyimide fibre can be found in Simpson (2013). The
polyimide fibre was chosen to minimize the potential of poorer strain transfer and shear
lag issues as discussed in Simpson, (2013), and Xihao et al., (2008). The polyimide fibre
optic was glued to the surface using a polyurethane based glue (specifically, Loctite 3492,
that allows an elongation of up to 4% as per its technical data sheet, Loctite 3492 (2008)
(see Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14), which was not expected to affect the stiffness properties
of the liner. The fibre was laid in a continuous zig-zag pattern, crossing over the area of
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interest, (roughly 15 cm away from the opening/ area of de-bond). The surface was first
prepared by cleaning using alcohol. A thin bead of glue was then used to attach the
polyimide fibre to the surface. The gauge lengths used for Rayleigh Backscatter analysis
of strains from the polyimide fibre signals were selected as 2 cm length, with 2 cm spacing
between gauges.

5.9

Results

5.9.1

Initial observations

During the patio stone (small scale) tests, once the pressure exceeded 75 kPa, tiny beads of
water were seen around the silicone where the aluminium plates were attached to the
samples (see Figure 5.15). It is believed that the porous nature of the patio stone allowed
the water that was injected into the de-bonded zones to travel through the thickness of the
patio stone. This was not observed during the tests conducted in the maintenance hole.
Another observation noticed in the patio stone test was that the first polyurea layer (base
layer) underwent most of the deformation (peeling) from the substrate while the other two
layers were more rigid and separated from the base layer (see Figure 5.16). Leakage was
observed under the base layer as the liner lifted from the substrate.

Theoretically, the vertical force (Fy) due to water pressure across the base of the path can
be estimated by;

Fy = p

πD2de−bond

(5.1)

4

where D = diameter of de-bonded area (mm)
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p = pressure (kPa)

The peeling force (Pf) per unit length around the circumference can be measured as a
hyperbolic function Equation 5.2,

Pf = πD

Fy

de−bond

=p

Dde−bond

(5.2)

4

Therefore, for de-bond sizes of 200 mm (D200) and 100 mm (D100), the maximum peeling
force (Pf) experienced at the edges at maximum pressure is 7.24 N/mm and 6.8 N/mm for
a mean of 287 kPa for de-bond of D200 and standard deviation of 29 kPa and, 145 kPa with
a standard deviation of 15 kPa for de-bond of D100. Using the average of these peeling
forces calculated from D100 and D200, and considering the area of the hole drilled at the
centre of the paving stone as the diameter, the vertical pressure at which the no de-bond
sample would fail at is estimated to be at a pressure of 8750 kPa. This falls in between the
values of polyurethane samples tested in Yilmaz, (2013) on rock substrate.

5.9.2

Effects of curvature

Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19 provide plots of pressure versus time for the 3 different
bonding conditions, i.e. the D200, D100, and no de-bond samples, for both the patio stones
and the maintenance hole samples. The stepped curves represent the readings taken during
testing of the samples with fibre optic instrumentation. For the D200 samples, the maximum
pressures range from 130 kPa (lowest) to 170 kPa (highest) (approximately 31% increase).
The D100 samples show peak pressures between 207 kPa (lowest) and 312 kPa (highest)
(approximately 50% increase), while the No De-bond samples were able to withstand the
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maximum achievable pressure with this loading system (392 kPa). It is recommended that
in the future, tests need to be conducted to higher pressures so that the failure mechanisms
for the fully bonded (no de-bond sample) liner condition can be established. The equivalent
head that the samples withstood in metres is given in Table 5.2. Maximum pressure values
were fairly consistent between the patio stone samples (despite some samples showing
delamination) and the maintenance hole samples. During testing of the samples with optical
fibres, it was found that holding the pressures constant for a time period did not likely
change the maximum pressure at which failure occurred. In general, an inverse relationship
between the levels of de-bond and the maximum pressure was observed. It was also
observed that the maximum achieved pressure in the D200 samples (171 kPa) was almost
45% lower than that observed in the D100 samples (312 kPa). Figure 5.20 shows the range
of maximum pressures for each sample plotted against the size of the de-bonded area. As
before, for the case of the No De-bond samples, the diameter of the opening is considered
and is plotted on the x-axis (Dopening). Equation 5.1 suggests that the apparent linearity (due
to no recorded failure of the no de-bond sample) that can be observed in Figure 5.20
indicates that while there may appear to be a linear correlation there was no record of the
failure for the ‘no de-bond’ sample and the testing equipment just happened to produce a
peak pressure to make it look linear. In fact, there is a hyperbolic relationship between
pressure ‘p’ and diameter of de-bond ‘D’ derived from equations 5.1 and 5.2. Due to the
limited number of data, it is unsure if this is true and more tests would have to be conducted
to validate this behaviour.
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5.9.3

Strain measurements

Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show strain measurements obtained from the polyimide fibre at
maximum applied pressures for the patio stone tests. The strain values along the length of
the fibre optics are plotted as horizontal lines (along the x-axis). These horizontal lines ran
across the zone of de-bond and across the centre opening.

It can be seen that the maximum strains were located close to the centre fibre line (the fibre
line that came closest to crossing the opening through which groundwater was entering).
The maximum strains achieved for both the D100 and D200 de-bond samples were +/- 7000
με. Most of the strains were limited to a circular radius of approximately 10 cm from the
opening. The figures show that the strain readings increased approximately in proportion
to the magnitude of the pressures. The regions without de-bond did not show any increase
in strains. Similar observations were seen in the no de-bond sample.

5.9.4

PIV (particle image velocimetry)

This section details the results found from tracking PIV targets during the tests. It is
observed that the maximum movements were seen at locations near the opening and within
a radius of 15 cm. Most of the movements were observed when the pressure was near the
maximum failure pressure recorded in the experiments and were limited to the de-bond
zones. The maximum movement was observed in the D200 patio stone liner before failure
and was recorded as 1.5 cm perpendicular to the patio stone surface. From the PIV tracking,
the peeling failure in the liner was observed to increase with increasing pressure. Visual
bulging of the liner as the water pushed against it was observed in both the D200 and D100
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samples. No movement was observed in the no de-bond samples as failure was not
achieved. The PIV data were recorded for future analyses and are not presented in this
thesis.

5.10

Discussion and conclusions

The testing protocol developed in this study involved the preparation of simulated debonded zones of circular shapes representing zones where the liner does not properly
adhere to the concrete substrate. These preliminary test results outline the manner in which
the specimens failed for a particular de-bonded patch size and curvature of the specimen.
A relationship between de-bonded area and failure pressures was obtained. The failure
mechanism for the de-bonded conditions show that failure is predominantly governed by
peeling following which leakage occurred. The failure responses of these liners to high
‘simulated’ groundwater pressures show that they have some ability to prevent a sudden
release of large amounts of water at point fractures. The maximum failure pressure test
results from the patio stone samples were indistinguishable from the full scale maintenance
hole test results, suggesting that the experiments are repeatable even if using only the patio
stones. In other words, further investigations on this liner could be conveniently conducted
on only the small scale samples and still provide a valuable representation of the behaviour
of the liner if it were applied to a maintenance hole. The peeling force per unit length
around the circumference 𝑃𝑓 was found to be constant and seemed to be independent of the
diameter of the de-bonded area (this could be which could be suggestive of a property of
the liner).
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5.11

Test limitations and future recommendations

As mentioned earlier, the preliminary tests conducted in this study was to develop rational
design procedures to test spray-on liner resistances to external groundwater pressure in
leaking maintenance holes and to develop a preliminary understanding of the controlling
limit states of the liner. These tests were conducted on new concrete surfaces and does not
represent a real world scenario and hence, it is recommended that a test protocol be
developed to generate or reproduce uniform deterioration (from corrosion, cracking,
spalling, etc.) in the concrete substrates used for testing spray-on liners. This would ensure
a more realistic interaction between the substrate and liner. Another factor that differs in
the industry is the standard for surface preparation; the current industry standards allows
contractors and manufacturers of the product to specify the required surface preparation.
However, it is unclear if surface preparation has any effect on liner responses. Another
future recommendation would be to look at the influence of a rectangular shaped de-bond
strip geometry since in field, leaks are commonly found at the joint or as a ring. Would the
peeling resistance force per unit length remain the same around the circumference? Lastly,
it is important to understand if ‘peeling’ is the preferred failure mode for other liner
products (e.g. epoxy based or cement mortar based or polyurea based liners). The test
results in this thesis are all presented based on relatively short term pressure applications
and these tests did not consider the effects of creep (long-term performance) that a plastic
material could experience. The tests did not consider the possibility of crack growth from
either slow long-term, externally applied, continuous pressure on the liner or cracks
developed (say at joints) due to cracking of the host pipe as a result of differential ground
movements. Further testing of the ‘no de-bond’ samples is desirable to achieve the failure
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pressure, and to assure that they follow the behaviour associated with Figure 5.20.
Additional tests could be conducted to note the ability of the liner to withstand sudden pipe
fracture at joints (in other words would the liner be able to endure shear deflections to avoid
a large and sudden release of water), tests conducted using de-aired water under volume
controlled conditions to measure the volume changes underneath the liner, and tests
conducted on samples where the zone of de-bond is not directly above the location of
infiltration.
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Figure 5.1:- a) 1.2 m diameter reinforced concrete maintenance hole riser and b)
Small scale concrete patio stone slabs (600 x 600 x 45 mm)

Figure 5.2:- Openings (4 mm hole diameter) drilled in patio stone and maintenance
hole samples
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Figure 5.3:- Plastic film to simulate de-bond between liner and substrate

Figure 5.4:- Application of two part epoxy and plastic films to create circular zones
of de-bond; D200 (200 mm diameter of de-bond) and D100 (100 mm diameter of debond) before spray-on liner application
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Figure 5.5:- Layout of testing samples in MH wall (fully bonded samples (‘No Debond’), D100, and D200)

Figure 5.6:- First silicone polyurea layer dried using hot air on patio stones and
maintenance hole
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Figure 5.7:- Application of the second layer comprised of polyurethane expanding
foam, and the third silicone polyurea coat on the patio stones

Figure 5.8:- Application of the first, second, and third layers of the liner product
respectively in the concrete maintenance hole segment
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Aluminium plate

Pressure transducer
Air valve
Water outlet tube (to samples)
Water inlet tube

Figure 5.9:- Water pressure regulatory system attached to each sample to simulate
groundwater infiltration through the openings

D200
(20cm φ de-bond)

Figure 5.10:- Patio stone surface profile (MATLAB representation) after spraying
liner (scale 1:60 (mm))
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Table 5.1:- Properties of SpectraShield
Liner

SpectraShield (Liquiforce)

specifications
Thickness

12.7 mm (0.5 in)

Surface preparation

New concrete (cured for at least 30 days): Water blasting or
acid etching to remove debris and loose material to provide
a reliable surface
Old concrete: sandblasting or water blasting to remove
surface contaminants
ASTM D4258-05

Composition and

Silicone polyurea

Moisture barrier and adhesion coating

Polyurethane

To fill in all eroded areas; a complete

foam

closed cell (surface coating)

Silicone polyurea

Corrosion barrier

purpose of layers

barrier
Prop.

E (Elastic modulus)

17 MPa (2500 psi)

T (Tension strength)

25 MPa (3600 psi)

C (Compression strength)

0.6-1 MPa (90-150 psi)

Elong. (%)

300%

Behaviour

Semi-structural

Storage

Keep away from extreme heat, cold, and moisture. Storage
temperature: 600F – 1000F.

Application method

Manual spray
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Figure 5.11:- Delamination of the second foam layer from the first polyurea layer in
patio stones

Figure 5.12:- Patio stone sample with polyimide fibre and PIV targets
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Figure 5.13:- Instrumentation (polyimide fibre and PIV targets) on the liner in the

maintenance hole sample

Luna for fibre
optic readings
Camera 1
(PIV)
Camera 2
(PIV)
Camera 3
(video)

Figure 5.14:- Cameras set up to record PIV target movements and Luna to record the
fibre optic readings
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Beads of water

Figure 5.15:- Porous nature of the patio stone allowed the water to bleed out at the
edges of the silicone

Delamination of the middle layer (layer 2)
from the base layer (layer 1) showed that
most of the ‘peeling’ occurred within the
base layer and the remaining layers were
more rigid

Figure 5.16:- Deformation (peeling) under water pressure of the base layer (layer 1)
of the multi-layer liner
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No debond samples
500

Pressure (kPa)

400

300

200

100

0
00:00:00

00:05:00

00:10:00

00:15:00

Time (sec)
Patio stone (no instrumentation)
Patio stone (PIV instrumentation)
Patio stone (fibre optic instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (no instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (fibre optic instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (PIV instrumentation)

Figure 5.17:- Pressure vs time plot for no de-bond samples in patio stones and
maintenance hole samples
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D100
350

300

Pressure (kPa)

250

200

150

100

50

0
00:00:00

00:05:00

00:10:00

Time (sec)
Patio stone (fibre optic instrumentation)
Patio stone (PIV instrumentation)
Patio stone (no instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (no instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (fibre optic instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (PIV instrumentation)

Figure 5.18:- Pressure versus time plot for D100 condition in patio stones and
maintenance hole samples
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D200
180
160
140

Pressure (kPa)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
00:00:00

00:01:00

00:02:00

00:03:00

00:04:00

00:05:00

00:06:00

Time (sec)
Patio stone (no instrumentation)
Patio stone (fibre optic instrumentation)
Patio stone (PIV instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (no instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (fibre optic instrumentation)
Maintenance hole (PIV instrumentation)

Figure 5.19:- Pressure versus time plot for D200 condition in patio stones and
maintenance hole samples
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Table 5.2:- Equivalent head for each maximum pressure achieved
Sample description

Maximum pressure (kPa)

Equivalent head (m)

D200 (20 cm

Patio stone D200 1

148

14.8

diameter)

Patio stone D200 2

134

13.4

Patio stone D200 3

130

13.0

138

13.8

148

14.8
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17.1

Maintenance hole D200
1
Maintenance hole D200
2
Maintenance hole D200
3
D100 (10 cm

Patio stone D100 1

284

28.4

diameter)

Patio stone D100 2

238

23.8

Patio stone D100 3

302

30.2

207

20.7

300

30.0

312

31.2

Maintenance hole D100
1
Maintenance hole D100
2
Maintenance hole D100
3
No de-bond

Patio stone D0 1

389

38.9

samples

Patio stone D0 2

394

39.4

(D0)

Patio stone D0 3

397

39.7

Maintenance hole D0 1

411

41.1

Maintenance hole D0 2

387

38.7

Maintenance hole D0 3

394

39.4

Note: The confidence value were calculated using the student’s t distribution hypothesis
testing and is provided in Appendix G.
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600

500

Max pressure (kPa)

No failure
400

300

200

100

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

Dhole or Ddebond size

D200 (patio stone)
D200 (maintenance hole)
D100 (patio stone)
D100 (maintenance hole)
D0 or no debond sample (patio stone)
D0 or no debond sample (maintenance hole)
Calculated pressure based on fixed shear strength (V = 6.98 N/mm)

Figure 5.20:- Maximum failure pressure for all samples from tests and calculated
‘failure’ pressure based on fixed shear strength (section 4.4) plotted against Dopening
or Dde-bond for MH and patio stone samples
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Centre -7.5
Centre -12.5

Figure 5.21:- Strain distribution and measurement obtained from polyimide fibre for
increasing pressure in D100 patio stone sample
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Figure 5.22:- Strain distribution and measurement obtained from polyimide fibre for
increasing pressure in D200 patio stone sample
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Chapter 6
General discussion and conclusions
6.1 Introduction

The slow deterioration of buried infrastructure systems over time cannot be avoided
completely and groundwater infiltration through these deteriorations can result in smaller
soil particles in the backfill being washed away, resulting in the formation of erosion voids.
Erosion voids may cause the collapse of the overlying road pavements and necessary steps
to rehabilitate the void propagation must be taken. In this thesis, experimental setups
simulating real life conditions to imitate deteriorated and rehabilitated infrastructure
systems subjected to service loads and ultimate loads. Ultimately, each of the rehabilitation
solutions considered in this thesis works to improving the overall structural capacity of the
respective system. The key discussions and a summary of the conclusions will be provided
in the sections to follow.

6.2 Discussion and summary of results

In Chapter 2, a deteriorated system was replicated using a corroded corrugated steel pipe
buried with an erosion void simulated from the haunch to the shoulder on one side of the
pipe. The key results are as follows:

a. The simulated service load tests revealed that the stability of the pipe structure
was compromised particularly when the loads almost reached the full AASHTO
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service load condition (around 87%) under a single axle loading (which included
the multiple presence factor and dynamic load allowance).
b. In particular, the curvature changes near the springline adjacent to erosion voids
were three time larger than the springline with the soil support.

Next the deteriorated system was rehabilitated using a grouted slip liner (high density
polyethylene liner) with a low density low strength grout to fill the annulus. The key results
are as follows:

a. The stiffness of the structure enhanced considerably. An example of this would
be the changes in the diameters at full service loads were considerably lower than
in the deteriorated sample and the magnitude of average strains (therefore thrusts)
in the corrugated steel pipe were much lower.
b. Another important finding was that the strains measured on the corrugated steel
pipe and the steel ribs of the steel reinforced polyethylene pipe suggested that
before 300 kN surface load, the steel pipe, liner, and grout system appeared to act
as a composite system and the grout in the annulus did not fracture. After 300 kN,
the grout appeared to have fractured and the strains measured in the steel pipe and
the liner accelerated with applied load.
c. Ultimate limit state test appears to have resulted in the development of full plastic
hinges in the steel ribs of the liner at critical locations like crown, springlines, and
invert.

In conclusion, grouted slip lining as a structural repair solution on a corroded corrugated
steel pipe was found to be more than adequate to take on the maximum specified AASHTO
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load applied to a single axle. Lastly, if the grout enters the void and fills it completely a
perfect soil support will be created that significantly reduces the load that reaches the pipe.

Rigid reinforced concrete pipes (0.9 m (36 in.) diameter, Class III) were also tested with
similar simulated erosion void conditions as the corrugated steel pipe in Chapter 2. In these
tests, erosion voids of two sizes were simulated; one spanning from the haunch to just
above the springline and the second spanning from the haunch to just below the crown of
the pipe. The tests presented in this paper represent the first full-scale, controlled laboratory
tests investigating the effect of erosion voids adjacent to buried concrete pipes, and the
results provide a unique insight into the effects of these voids on rigid pipe behaviour and
the potential impact of low strength grout as a remedial measure. The tests involved
investigating and quantifying the effect of live loads on the performance of concrete pipes
buried at 0.9 m (36 in.) cover depth. A general discussion of the observed changes from
Chapter 3 to the circumferential moments or curvatures calculated from the measured
strains from the pipes subjected to surface live loads are presented below.

a. The presence of erosion voids resulted in an overall increase in bending moment
with the invert moments being affected the most (e.g., 70% change in the invert
moment between the intact soil result and the small void result and a 26% change
in the invert between the intact soil result and the extrapolated large void results).
This can be explained based on the fact that the lack of soil support on one side
implies lower lateral earth pressures and therefore more of the vertical forces are
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transferred to the pipe which in turn increases the bending moment values. This
supports the general conclusions of the computer analyses of Tan and Moore
(2007), where an overall increase in bending moments was also observed for
erosion voids located at the pipe springline.
b. When erosion voids are present beside the pipe, there is a reduction in the soil
support and the pipe takes on more loads (arching). Hence, the pipes crack at
substantially lower surface loads. This is clear from the results, where the test on
pipe in intact soil with density corresponding to 90-95% Standard Proctor
compaction) cracked at the highest load 525 kN, followed by the pipe with small
void which cracked at 277 kN, and the pipe in intact soil with 80-85% Standard
Proctor compaction, which cracked at 273 kN. In addition, the overall LP changes
considering pipe diameter were small prior to cracking; upon cracking the changes
in the dimeter greatly increased in a non-linear fashion.
c. The test featuring larger voids also showed soil failure as the dominant failure
mechanism. It was observed that increasing the contact angle of the erosion voids
to the pipe eventually lead to a change in failure mode, so that collapse of the soil
over the void up to the ground surface became dominant (under unpaved roads).
This shows that erosion voids can be highly undesirable, given that they can create
unstable conditions that jeopardize the roadway overhead.
d. The results from the total station showed that the collapse of the soil surface could
be imminent and occur without warning once the load crosses a minimum
threshold.
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In conclusion, the results from the deteriorated systems (i.e. rigid pipes with erosion voids)
contributes to the significant implications of the assessment of pipes with erosion voids
next to them, as the expected capacity of the pipes can be halved due to the lack of soil
support.

Chapter 4 presents the results when erosion voids similar to the ones presented in Chapter
3 were rehabilitated with low density low strength grout by injecting the grout directly into
the voids. A summary of the results and discussion is presented here:

a. Once the small void was filled with grout, the results show a decrease in the live
load bending moments (especially on the side of the grouted void and compared
to the voided condition). Based on the results of the two grouted void tests, it can
be speculated that grouting an erosion void will result in the overall improvement
of the system capacity versus not filling the erosion void. However, it should be
noted that level of compaction of the surrounding soil also plays a major role in
the distribution of surface loads to the soil-pipe system. For example, the grouted
large void (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction level) showed comparable
responses to the intact soil test (90-95% Standard Proctor compaction level), while
the grouted small void (80-85% Standard Proctor compaction level) showed an
improvement in the overall response of the system but did not restore the moment
distribution around the pipe to the ‘intact soil’ values. This is to show how buried
rigid pipes have initial stiffness dominated by the flexural rigidity of the pipe
(Moore, 2001) however the bending moments that develop (which control
cracking loads) rely heavily on the soil condition.
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b. Most of the bedding factor values presented in Chapter 4 are greater than the
specified AASHTO minimum of 2.2 except for some values that were calculated
using the first crack. The bedding factors were also clearly indicative of the
decrease in the backfill support from the lower the cracking load and therefore the
lower the bedding factor value. Specimen 6, the intact pipe with type 2
installation, has the highest set of ‘moment demand’ bedding factors followed by
the grouted large void (specimen 7b), grouted small void (specimen 3), and the
small void (specimen 4), while the lowest such bedding factors are calculated for
specimen 7a, the large void specimen with type 2 installation. Bedding factor
values can be load dependent and may be very conservative in the design of a nondeteriorated pipe.

In conclusion, grouting erosion voids beside rigid pipes as a structural repair solution
improves the overall capacity of the system. However, if part of the void does not get filled,
the system seems to revert back to the voided scenario with abrupt soil collapse as the
dominant failure mechanism.

Chapter 5 discusses an experimental study conducted on spray-on liners to examine
groundwater infiltration in rehabilitated maintenance hole walls. Tests were also conducted
on small scale flat patio stones. A summary of the results and discussion are presented
below.

a. The testing protocol developed in this study involved the preparation of simulated
de-bonded zones of circular shapes representing zones where the liner does not
properly adhere to the concrete substrate. These preliminary test results outline
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the manner in which the specimens failed for a particular de-bonded patch size
and curvature of the specimen.
b. A relationship between de-bonded area and failure pressures was obtained. The
failure mechanism for the de-bonded conditions show that failure is
predominantly governed by peeling following which leakage occurred.
c. The failure responses of these liners to high ‘simulated’ groundwater pressures
show that it has some ability to prevent a sudden release of large amounts of water
at point fractures.
d. The maximum failure pressure test results from the patio stone samples were
indistinguishable from the full scale maintenance hole test results, suggesting that
the experiments are repeatable even if using only the patio stones. In other words,
further investigations on this liner could be conveniently conducted on only the
small scale samples and still provide a valuable representation of the behaviour of
the liner if it were applied to a maintenance hole.
e. The peeling force per unit length around the circumference 𝑃𝑓 was found to be
constant and seemed to be independent of the diameter of the de-bonded area (this
could be which could be suggestive of a property of the liner).

In conclusion, spray-on liners provide a suitable rehabilitation measure provided the zones
of de-bond are not significantly large. In other words, as the diameter of the de-bond zone
increases, the water pressure at leakage reduces. Testing of liners can be performed on
small scale samples to provide a valuable representation of the behaviour that will be
observed for a maintenance hole.
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6.2 Recommendations for future work

All the erosion void results presented in this thesis were based on the assumption of a two
dimensional prismatic uniaxial geometry for erosion voids in the backfill. Ideally,
laboratory tests or field tests (full-scale or small-scale) that capture erosion void
propagation shape around a pipe need to be investigated. Furthermore, it is important to
consider three dimensional geometry grouted void formations formed at the location of the
leaks, cracks, and especially around the pipe joints. The effects of repaired voids around
the invert of the pipe or at the pipe joint, on the structural capacity of the pipe system need
to be investigated as well.

The preliminary tests on spray-on liners conducted in this study were conducted to develop
rational design procedures to test spray-on liner resistances to external groundwater
pressure in leaking maintenance holes. These tests were conducted on new concrete
surfaces and does not represent a real world scenario and hence, it is recommended that a
test protocol be developed to generate or reproduce uniform deterioration (from corrosion,
cracking, spalling, etc.) in the concrete substrates used for testing spray-on liners. It is
recommended to investigate if surface preparation has any effect on liner responses.
Another future recommendation would be to look at the influence of a rectangular shaped
de-bond strip geometry since in field, leaks are commonly found at the joint or as a ring.
Lastly, it is important to understand if ‘peeling’ is the preferred failure mode for other liner
products (e.g. epoxy based or cement mortar based or polyurea based liners), hence other
liner products must be tested.
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Appendix ASample calculations for Chapter 2
This Appendix provides the details of the moment and thrust calculations from Chapter 2
results.

A.1 Average strain calculation using steel (host) pipe strain gauges

The average strain is calculated as the average of the extreme fibre strains measured at each
location. In other words, the strains are measured at the outside crest and inside valley of
the pipe. In the study conducted in Chapter 2, the strain gauges were applied to the crest
and valley of the corrugation on the outside of the pipe. Hence, the average strain was
calculated using the following formulae.

Figure A 1:- Calculation of average strains and curvature using strain gauges at the outside
crest and valley of the corrugation on the steel pipe (Chapter 2)

Using linear interpolation:
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𝑦 − 𝑦0 𝑦1 − 𝑦0
=
𝑥 − 𝑥0 𝑥1 − 𝑥0
Where x values are assigned strains and y values are assigned thicknesses

𝑦 = 𝑦0 +

𝑦1 − 𝑦0
(𝑥 − 𝑥0 )
𝑥1 − 𝑥0

𝑡 − (ℎ + 𝑡)
0 = (𝑡 + ℎ) + (𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜀1 ) (
)
𝜀2 − 𝜀1

𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

(𝑡 + ℎ)
(𝜀2 − 𝜀1 ) + 𝜀1
ℎ

𝜀1 + 𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
2

𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝜀1 +

𝑡+ℎ
(𝜀2 − 𝜀1 )
2ℎ

Where 𝜀𝑎𝑣𝑔 = average strain (µε)
𝜀1 = Strain on outside corrugation crest (extreme fibre strain) (µε)
𝜀2 = Strain on outside corrugation valley (µε)
𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = true extreme fibre strain at valley (on the inside of the pipe) (µε)

An example calculation can be found below. The strains measured, on the West End ring, for the
third loading cycle at 191 kN in the Unrepaired steel pipe service load test at the springline near
the erosion void is used here.
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𝜀1 = 133.11 με

𝜀2 = -523.97 με

t = 3.23 mm

εavg = ε1 +

εavg = 133.11 +

h = 10.02 mm

t+h
(ε2 − ε1 )
2h

3.23 + 10.02
(−523.97 − 133.11)
2 x 10.02

εavg = 3.013 x 10−4 ε

Thrust per unit length in the steel (host) pipe can be calculated using,

N = EAεavg = 200 x 3.621 x 3.013 x 10

−4

= −0.218 kN/m

A.2 Curvature and bending moment for steel (host) pipe

𝜅=

ε2 − ε1
−523.97 − 133.11
=
= 2.034 x 10−4 1/mm
t
3.23

M = EIκ = 200 x 70.16 x 2.034 x 10−4 = 2.85 kN. m/m
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Appendix BStrain gauge distribution and measured soil density for tests
conducted in Chapter 2
B.1 Location of strain gauges on steel and polyethylene pipes in Chapter 2

Figure B. 1:- Diagrammatic depiction of strain gauges rings and air bladder simulating
erosion void

A diagrammatic representation of the distribution of strain gauges on strain gauge rings
around the circumference of the steel pipe is shown in Figure B.2. The gauges on the side
of the pipe with the simulated erosion void have ‘V’ in their assigned names and the side
with intact soil has ‘S’ in their names. The numbers represent the angle of separation
measured from the crown to that location.
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Figure B. 2:- Locations of strain gauges around the steel pipe in one circumferential ring

Figure B.3 below is a diagrammatic representation of the steel ribbed polyethylene liner that is
described in Chapter 2. The steel ribs were roughly 0.20 c away from each other. The ribs were
helical and the helix angle was calculated at 4.650. Each rib had 2 strain gauges on each side that
was parallel to the pipes circumference. The inside diameter inside the polyethylene slip-liner pipe
was 0.75 m. At the mouth of the slip-liner pipe, the inside diameter was 0.79 m and the outside
diameter was 0.83 m. The strain gauges labelled with ‘N’ represents gauges on the North side of
the pit and ‘S’ represented those gauges on the South side.
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Figure B. 3:- Diagrammatic view of polyethylene liner and location of strain gauges

B.2 Soil density data

Each lift was 12 in. or 300 mm high, and compaction was conducted at every 6 in. or 150
mm. The lifts are measured from the invert of the pipe to the soil surface, since the pipe
was laid on a 2.5 m well compacted base. The location at which the readings were measure
is shown in the figure below.
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Figure B. 4:- Plan view of the pit showing locations where soil density, water content, and
compaction measures were taken

Table B. 1:- Lift 1 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.018

4.08

88.44

2.350

2

2.038

3.82

89.32

2.338

3

1.990

5.25

87.24

2.336

4

1.974

5.19

86.52

2.320
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Table B. 2:- Lift 2 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.901

4.93

83.32

2.087

2

2.056

5.4

90.11

2.087

3

1.925

5.19

84.37

2.005

4

2.004

6.22

87.82

2.040

Table B. 3:- Lift 3 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.912

5.29

83.81

1.806

2

2.082

5.04

91.24

1.800

3

1.972

6.08

86.4

1.768

4

1.952

5.75

85.56

1.789
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Table B. 4:- Lift 4 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.078

5.49

91.08

1.545

2

2.111

6.26

92.51

1.552

3

2.142

5.32

93.90

1.540

4

2.155

5.46

94.45

1.535

Table B. 5:- Lift 5 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.195

5.21

96.22

1.270

2

2.082

5.48

91.27

1.272

3

2.057

5.14

90.18

1.290

4

2.028

5.24

88.89

1.290
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Table B. 6:- Lift 6 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.206

4.69

96.70

0.800

2

2.179

4.15

95.52

0.875

3

2.109

4.86

92.44

0.920

4

2.103

4.58

92.18

0.920
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Appendix CUnconfined compression tests on low strength grout
C.1 Grout compression cylinder test

The water/cement ratio of the grout used was 0.6 when calculated gave 16.74 kg of water
for every 27.9 kg of cement. The densities of the grout was calculated as 590.03 kg/m3.
The volume of the grout and the foam per batch of 0.0756 m3 (2.67 ft3) of the mix was
0.02268 m3 (0.801 ft3) and 0.0529 m3 (1.869 ft3) respectively. Samples of the grout were
taken from both lifts to conduct a compression test for which the average 28 day
compression strength was found to be 2.3 MPa. The low strength foam based grout, Aerix
light, (was prepared with a foaming agent by Euclid Canada), cement (from Holcim), and
water. The foam in the grout made it light weight and it was prepared on the day of the
grouting according to the work schedule and method of placement, specified by Euclid
Canada. The foam was calculated by its weight and was directly added to the cement mixer
along with the cement and water.

Table C. 1:- Low strength grout batches by weight

Batch number

Cement (kg)

Water (kg)

1

1.135

0.681

2

1.015

0.609

3

0.330

0.198

4

0.585

0.351

5

0.620

0.372

6

0.530

0.318
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7

0.575

0.345

Figure C. 1:- Compression Test results for the low strength grout samples
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Compression cylinder tests
Diameter = 110 mm, Height = 200 mm, Volume of cylinder = πr2h = 1.9 x 10-3 m3
Cross sectional area = πr2 = 9.5 x 10-3 m2
Table C. 2:- Unconfined concrete cylinder compressive strength test results

Maximum

Compressive

Difference from

Squared of

mean

difference from

Sample
compressive Strength
Name
force (N)

(MPa)

mean

Sample 1

2038

2.15

-0.16222

0.026316

Sample 2

2357

2.48

0.172778

0.029852

Sample 3

2244

2.36

0.052778

0.002785

Sample 4

2219

2.34

0.032778

0.001074

Sample 5

2243

2.34

0.032778

0.001074

Sample 6

2324

2.44

0.132778

0.01763

Sample 7

2098

2.21

-0.09722

0.009452

Sample 8

2406

2.53

0.222778

0.04963

Sample 9

1849

1.92

-0.38722

0.149941

Mean
Compressive
strengths =
2.307222

Sum of squared
differences =
0.287756

0.287756
Standard deviation = √
= 0.18966
8
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Appendix DDepth of grout penetrated the erosion void in Chapter 2
Depth of grout in the void and the annulus of steel pipe

Polyethylene
liner

Corrugated steel
pipe
Grout in the annulus

Grout in the void

Figure D. 1 Grout in annulus cut at the centre ring and looking West

Measured vertical height = 86.5 cm (34.1 in.)

Measured horizontal height = 95.8 cm (37.7 in.)

Measured thickness of the grout in the void:

Maximum thickness = 6.1 cm

Minimum thickness = 1.5 cm
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Table D.1:- Measured thickness of the grout in the annulus:
Location

Depth (cm)

Crown

3.0

Invert

11.6

Springline (void side)

7.1

Springline (soil side)

10.6

North facing Haunch (void side)

10.2

South facing Haunch (soil side)

11.6

North facing shoulder (void side)

5.1

South facing Shoulder (soil side)

6.5

Polyethylene liner

Grout in the annulus

Corrugated steel pipe

Grout in the void

Figure D. 2 Grout in annulus cut at the Centre ring and looking east
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Measure vertical height = 86.5 cm

Measured horizontal height = 95.8 cm

Measured thickness of the grout in the void:

Maximum thickness = 4.97 cm

Minimum thickness = almost zero

Table D.2:- Measured thickness of the grout in the annulus:
Location

Depth (cm)

Crown

3.0

Invert

11.1

Springline (void side)

6.8

Springline (soil side)

10.3

North facing Haunch (void side)

10.0

South facing Haunch (soil side)

11.8

North facing shoulder (void side)

5.0

South facing Shoulder (soil side)

6.7
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Polyethylene liner

Grout in the annulus

Corrugated steel pipe

Grout in the void

Figure D. 3 Grout in annulus cut at 0.9m away from Centre ring and looking west

Measure vertical height = 87.7 cm

Measured horizontal height = 93.1 cm

Measured thickness of the grout in the void:

Maximum thickness = 9.4 cm

Minimum thickness = 2.8 cm
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Table D.3:- Measured thickness of the grout in the annulus:

Location

Depth (cm)

Crown

3.3

Invert

9.4

Springline (void side)

6.1

Springline (soil side)

6.6

North facing Haunch (void side)

8.3

South facing Haunch (soil side)

9.9

North facing shoulder (void side)

3.3

South facing Shoulder (soil side)

10.5
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Appendix E Soil density data for Chapter 3 and 4
E.1 Soil density data for Reinforced concrete pipe

Each lift was 12 in. or 300 mm high, and compaction was conducted at every 6 in. or 150
mm. The lifts are measured from the invert of the pipe to the soil surface, since the pipe
was laid on a 2.5 m well compacted base. The location at which the readings were measure
is shown in the figure below. The following measurements were for the first burial which
include Intact soil pipe (Pipe 2) and Grouted small void pipe (Pipe 3).

Figure E. 1:- Locations of nuclear densometer readings in first burial with specimen 2 and 3
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Table E. 1:- Lift 1 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.833

3.75

80.35

2.107

2

1.896

3.34

83.11

2.159

3

1.841

3.43

80.71

2.107

4

1.901

3.20

83.33

2.080

Table E. 2:- Lift 2 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.899

3.40

83.24

1.897

2

1.932

3.52

84.67

1.897

3

1.798

4.04

78.79

1.936

4

1.942

3.71

85.14

1.910
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Table E. 3:- Lift 3 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.827

3.51

80.09

1.605

2

1.904

3.94

83.43

1.591

3

1.904

2.93

83.46

1.603

4

1.909

3.54

83.68

1.614

Table E. 4:- Lift 4 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.920

4.48

84.17

1.345

2

1.928

3.71

84.51

1.390

3

1.802

4.036

78.99

1.420

4

1.816

3.46

79.59

1.40
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Table E. 5:- Lift 5 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

1.866

3.46

81.76

1.07

2

1.911

3.87

83.76

1.07

3

1.898

3.61

83.17

1.06

4

1.871

3.43

82.01

1.08

Table E. 6:- Lift 6 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.187

4.38

95.87

0.82

2

2.168

3.65

95.03

0.8

3

2.099

3.97

92

0.8

4

2.157

3.88

94.52

0.82
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Table E. 7:- Lift 6 1/2 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.143

3.56

93.93

0.517

2

2.063

3.12

90.42

0.532

3

2.144

3.89

93.99

0.448

4

2.246

3.92

98.46

0.440

Table E. 8:- Lift 7 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water

(g/cm3)

content, w

(Laser

(%)

reading)

% SPMDD

Height (m)

1

2.185

3.82

95.75

0.395

2

2.192

3.96

96.08

0.395

3

2.183

3.52

92.44

0.400

4

2.183

3.92

95.67

0.400

The following soil density data applies to the second burial which includes Small void
(Pipe 4) and Large void pipes (Pipe 5).
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Figure E. 2:- Locations of nuclear densometer readings in second burial specimens 4 and 5

Table E. 9:- Lift 1 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

1.914

3.71

83.90

2.180

2

1.799

3.80

78.86

2.202

3

1.921

3.30

84.18

2.133

4

1.927

2.82

84.48

2.157
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Table E. 10: - Lift 2 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

1.884

3.44

82.56

1.867

2

1.857

3.74

81.39

1.913

3

1.939

3.14

84.96

1.897

4

1.938

3.37

84.94

1.875

Table E. 11:- Lift 3 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

1.875

3.44

82.18

1.581

2

1.837

3.23

80.53

1.608

3

1.943

3.34

85.17

1.611

4

1.886

3.03

82.67

1.630
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Table E. 12:- Lift 4 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

1.840

3.82

80.64

1.355

2

1.918

3.03

84.08

1.400

3

1.915

3.31

83.93

1.34

4

1.933

3.55

84.73

1.365

Table E. 13:- Lift 5 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

1.911

3.02

83.77

1.072

2

1.904

2.72

83.43

1.072

3

1.777

2.95

77.89

1.115

4

1.768

2.94

77.49

1.115
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Table E. 14:- Lift 6 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.168

3.45

95.03

0.837

2

2.168

3.45

95.03

0.850

3

2.160

3.13

94.68

0.840

4

2.160

3.13

94.68

0.822

Table E. 15:- Lift 7 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.222

3.44

97.41

-

2

2.219

3.64

97.24

-

3

2.227

3.49

97.59

-

4

2.245

3.79

98.39

-
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The following soil density data applies to the second burial which includes Intact soil
(Pipe 6) and Grouted large void pipe (Pipe 7a and 7b).

Figure E. 3:- Locations of nuclear densometer readings in third burial with specimens 6 and
7 (a and b)
Table E. 16:- Lift 1 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.016

2.49

88.34

2.264

2

1.980

2.62

86.76

2.255

3

2.056

2.46

90.10

2.256

4

2.044

2.53

89.60

2.287
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Table E. 17:- Lift 2 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.053

2.09

89.97

1.978

2

2.002

2.42

87.74

1.978

3

2.003

2.8

87.78

2.016

4

2.005

2.05

87.88

2.034

Table E. 18:- Lift 3 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.008

2.40

87.99

1.465

2

2.040

1.99

89.40

1.475

3

2.027

2.28

88.84

1.487

4

2.019

2.17

88.49

1.470
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Table E. 19:- Lift 4 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.009

2.01

88.07

1.205

2

2.001

1.99

87.69

1.205

3

2.039

1.93

89.36

1.205

4

1.985

1.96

98.99

1.215

Table E. 20:- Lift 5 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.070

1.69

90.72

0.979

2

2.053

1.79

89.96

0.965

3

2.019

2.45

88.48

0.945

4

2.079

1.62

91.12

0.962
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Table E. 21:- Lift 6 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.086

2.75

91.45

0.672

2

2.078

2.97

91.07

0.678

3

2.058

2.92

90.21

0.639

4

2.069

3.03

90.68

0.678

Table E. 22:- Lift 7 density data

Location

Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

% SPMDD

Height (m)
(Laser reading)

1

2.169

3.74

95.06

0.536

2

2.218

3.42

97.19

0.554

3

2.157

2.91

94.56

0.554

4

2.161

2.92

94.72

0.554
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E.2 Sand cone reading

Large void at void side 150 mm away

Weight of Ottawa sand before test = 6.12 kg

Weight of pan = 0.045 kg

Weight of soil removed + pan = 1.235 kg

After drying = 1.2 kg

Weight of Ottawa sand after test = 3.28 kg

Nuke reading:
Density, ρd

Water content,

(g/cm3)

w (%)

1.922

3.43

% SPMDD

84.22

Small void at void side 150 mm away

Weight of Ottawa sand before test = 5.6 kg

Weight of pan = 0.04 kg

Weight of soil removed + pan = 1.1 kg

After drying = 1.07 kg
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Weight of Ottawa sand after test = 2.915 kg

Nuke reading:
Density, ρd

Water content,

Standard Proctor Maximum Dry Density

(g/cm3)

w (%)

SPMDD (%)

1.868

3.84

81.89

E.3 Total Station targets for concrete pipe tests

Total station target points were placed at the top of the soil in a grid shape pattern to
compute vertical/ horizontal soil movements. The figures below show the layout of the
targets for each burial.

Small load pad

Larger load

for service load

pad for

test

maximum load
test

Figure E.4: Total station targets and loading pad representing AASHTO wheel pair
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E.4 Comparing strain data acquired from strain gauges and fibre optics

The following table provides a comparison of the strain data acquired from fibre optics and starin
gauges for the D-load test. The results clearly show that the crown moments in the D-load test were
two times larger than the invert moments. The D-load strain gauge data also shows that the moment
difference was also 1.8 times larger at the crown that at the invert. According to the closed form
solution by Young and Trott (1984), the crown and invert strains, and subsequently moments, need
to be equal. This ultimately shows that the I-beam used for these tests were not rigid.

For 100 kN surface load
Fibre optics

Strain gauges

Crown inside (µε)
94.14931992
Invert inside (µε)
50.35404258
Crown inside (µε)
52.17
Invert inside (µε)
52.17

Crown outside (µε)
-85.3231684
Invert outside (µε)
-40.3025872
Crown outside (µε)
-81.06
Invert outside (µε)
-38.5

E.5 Total station target locations

The total station targets were placed 4.5 m or 0.9 m away from each other in a grid like pattern
directly over the buried pipe-void systems. An example of the layout is seen in Figure E.5.
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Figure E- 5: Example of total station target layout
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Appendix F Depth of grout in voids from Chapter 4
F.1 Grout depths in simulated voids and load spreading calculations
The figures below show the depth of the grout in the voids after the pipes were extracted. Holes were drilled perpendicularly into the
grout filled voids and the depths were measured using Vernier Calipers. The grouted large void was too broken to provide an accurate
measure.
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Figure F. 1:- Depth of grout in small grouted void test after the pipe was extracted and cut 0.9 m away from the centre of the pipe (m)

Location

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

Value

9

12

5

14

17

15

14

20

(cm)
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Figure F. 2:- Depth of grout in small grouted void test after the pipe was extracted and cut at the centre of the pipe (m)

Location

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

Value

9

13

4

14

17

13

15

15

(cm)
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Figure F. 3:- Depth of grout in small grouted void test after the pipe was extracted and cut 0.9 m away from the centre of the pipe (m)

Location

D-1

D-2

D-3

D-4

D-5

D-6

D-7

D-8

Value

11

4

4.2

17

18

18

12

18

(cm)
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F.2 Calculation of load spreading

Two plates were used for the tests. In the service load tests, the smaller AAHSTO (steel) pads 254 mm x 508 mm was used. For the ultimate

limit state tests, the larger wooden pads were used 370 mm x 950 mm. For a 1.8 m mean outside diameter (OD) reinforced concrete
pipe with 0.9 m depth (H) to the pipe crown, a live load factor (γL), multiple presence factor (m) of 1 (since the Indirect Design is
based on unfactored loads), a Live load distribution factor (LLDF) of 1.15 (1.15 for granular soils and 1.0 for other types of soils) and
a dynamic load allowance (IM) of 0, the live load spreading through the cover depth can be calculated as follows.

Figure F.4:- Load spreading along the length of load pad
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Table F.4:- Surface live load spreading through the backfill to the top of buried pipe

Single wheel pair on single
axle (parallel)

Values

Units

Description

Width of standard wheel pair
(W0)
Load pad width distributed
at depth of cover (H)
(W0+LLDF*H)
Length of standard wheel
load
(L0)
Load pad length distributed
at depth of cover (H)
(L0+LLDF*H)
Proportion of wheel load on
the pipe (w)

0.370

m

AASHTO LRFD Section 3.6.1.2.5

1.42

m

0.950

m

2.00

m

Total factored surface force half single axle
PL
Total factored surface force
per unit length

150

kN

75.0479

kN/m

100%

AASHTO LRFD Section 3.6.1.2.5

Appendix F of AASHTO LRFD
If outside diameter of the pipe is smaller than the distributed width,
then only a percentage of the load (outside pipe diameter/
distributed width) reaches the pipe. If not, then the whole load gets
transferred to the pipe.
Consider live load factor, multiple presence, dynamic load
allowance (Live load factor*PL*Multiple presence
factor*(1+IM/100)*w)
PL / distributed load length
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Appendix G Sample patio stone profile calculation
G.1 Patio stone surface profile and MATLAB code

The patio stone surface heights was measured using Vernier Calipers and the surface was generated on MATLAB using the following
code. A grid of 12 x 12 points were measured on the patio stone surface with 5 cm spacing between the points.
x = 1:1:12;
y = x;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
F=zeros(12,12);

F=[50.9982 63.5764 67.7946 70.7628

74.491

74.0192 78.1874 82.0956 81.1238

77.002

72.7302 66.7684

52.2282

63.9064 69.1146 74.0728

75.381

75.9092 78.5874 81.5456 82.2738

79.142

75.2202 68.4784

52.4982

64.7064 70.2446 75.1028

75.891

76.5492 78.9974 79.1156 79.2238

75.612

73.2002 65.3484

53.0982

66.1064 70.5946 74.5128

75.881

78.4192 78.1374 79.3056 78.9638

75.072

70.3502 63.9184
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53.3282

68.3764 74.3546 76.7628

78.371

79.1592 78.6674 80.3356 77.2538

73.272

71.2102 63.5184

56.8282

70.7264 75.2946 79.5428

81.311

82.9792 81.9074 85.0256 82.0738

77.452

73.2102 66.6484

56.4082

71.7064 77.5946 80.7328

81.901

83.3892 84.9174 85.9756 85.5338

79.742

75.2602 70.4384

58.0282

74.3264 78.6846 81.5428

83.631

84.3992 83.5074 83.5356 82.6738

78.172

74.1502 69.9584

57.3682

73.1564 79.6246 81.8828

83.641

81.8392 80.4474 80.3456 80.5638

76.882

73.4302 68.7084

55.9682

75.6064 80.7546 80.1328

80.751

78.8992 78.2974 79.0856 78.1538

76.462

74.7202 70.5284

57.0082

72.8264 77.4046 76.9528

78.781

76.4492 75.2274 75.6356 75.2338

76.622

74.8102 68.2584

52.0482

67.3764 73.2346 72.5328

74.341

73.5292 71.6074 70.9656 71.7838

70.962

68.7902 62.9584

];
surf(X,Y,F);
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Sample B
20cm de-bond

Sample C
20cm de-bond
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G.2 Confidence values for maximum pressures

The following confidence values were generated using the results from Chapter 5 tests (presented in Table 5.2) for D200 and D100 samples.
The No-debond samples were ignored as the maximum pressures were not achieved. It can be concluded that the measurements of
peeling force per unit circumference measured for two different patch diameters represent the same population, with a confidence of
95%. The following tables show the calculation;

Table G.1: - Maximum pressure results from D100 and D200 patio stone and maintenance hole specimens
Sample description

Maximum pressure

Maximum peeling force

(kPa)

(Pf) (N/mm)

Patio stones Patio stone D200 1

148

7.4

(Variable 1) Patio stone D200 2

134

6.7

Patio stone D200 3

130

6.5

Patio stone D100 1

284

14.2

Patio stone D100 2

238

11.9

Patio stone D100 3

302

15.1

Mean of Variable 1

206.0

10.3
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St Dev of Variable

78.3

3.9

1
Maintenance holes Maintenance hole

138

6.9

148

7.4

171

8.55

207

10.35

300

15

312

15.6

(Variable 2) D200 1
Maintenance hole
D200 2
Maintenance hole
D200 3
Maintenance hole
D100 1
Maintenance hole
D100 2
Maintenance hole
D100 3
Mean of Variable 2

212.7

10.6
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St Dev of Variable

76.2

3.8

2

Assuming a null hypothesis that the two samples (D100 and D200) are equal, the t Stat value (from Table G.2) is less than the critical
value specified in the t-table for α = 0.05 (or 5%).

Table G.2: - t-Test results based on maximum pressure results from D100 and D200 patio stone and maintenance hole specimens
assuming equal variances
Variable 1
Mean
Variance
Number of observations
t Stat

Variable 2
10.3

10.63333333

15.324

14.50966667

6

6

-0.149486183

P(T<=t) one-tail

0.442070934

t Critical one-tail

1.812461123

P(T<=t) two-tail

0.884141867

t Critical two-tail

2.228138852
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